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Abstract

Knowing which workflows are executed within Service Oriented Architectures (SOA)
is essential for successful IT management. In many cases, SOAs grew out of pre
vious existing IT architectures; existing components are used as single services and
therefore as parts of newly created workflows. Since such workflows consist of newly
developed and legacy services, traditional workflow management systems often can
not be applied. This thesis presents a method for gathering information about the
executed workflows within such heterogeneous environments. An implementation of
a framework is presented. This framework allows the training of machine-learning al
gorithms with workflow models and the mapping of low-level monitoring information
produced by Log4J back to appropriate workflows. The framework allows us to com
pare the results using machine-learning algorithms simulating different scenarios. The
method presented and its prototypical implementation facilitate successful IT manage
ment within heterogeneous SOAs.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1. Introduction
Being able to identify the business transactions performed within IT architec
tures is important. Only with this knowledge is it possible to perform a reli
able billing of costumer transactions or to ensure reliable and secure resource
planning. Hence, these architectures must be monitored and their behavior re
garding the performed transactions must be recorded. Often, these business
transactions are realized as workflows within a Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA, [BBF"05]).

Not every service is newly implemented, even for newly

designed SOAs, so existing components, known as legacy services, become
part of newly designed workflows. SOAs developed completely from scratch
usually follow guidelines and are therefore able to trace the execution flows of
the various workflows in the system and to collect statistics such as invocation
frequency. When legacy services are involved, not every workflow may imple
ment such a guideline and therefore a method for tracing such services and
the appropriate workflows is required. Fortunately, it is usual for services to
perform low-level logging operations, often using standardized APIs such as
Log4J\ In such heterogeneous environments consisting of newly-developed
and of legacy services an environment-wide mechanism is essential for identihttp://logging.apache.org/log4j/
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tying the workflows. The resulting view about the ongoing activities within the
environment can greatly enhance the ability for process-based accounting and
for successful IT management. However, such an environment-wide mecha
nism still does not exist today for heterogeneous environments.
The Laboratory of Distributed Systems of RheinMain University of Applied Sci
ences, in cooperation with Lufthansa Systems, a full service provider for con
sulting and IT services for the global aviation industry, developed a method for
gaining information about the executed workflows within heterogeneous envi
ronments. The workflow identification framework is one result of this coopera
tion. The underlying project is called PerManEntA^. The author of this thesis is
one of the main researchers of this project.
The complexity of the problem addressed in this thesis depends on the com
plexity of the workflows within the analyzed environment. While a workflow
might be very straight forward consisting of only a few activities and no branches,
complex workflows may consist of a large number of activities, cycles and
branches. Additionally, parallel executions of activities are possible. Because
of this unpredictable complexity, during the problem analysis it was decided
to use machine-learning algorithms. Since machine-learning algorithms have
to be trained for solving specific problems, the presented work shows how this
can be accomplished. Different machine-learning algorithms behave differently
for a given input. Thus, a solution must be able to simultaneously present a
given input to multiple classification algorithms. The goals of this thesis are to
develop a solution that supports the described monitoring mechanism, to eval
uate the behavior of different machine-learning algorithms and to recommend
-http://wwwvs.informatik.fh-wiesbaden.de/projekte/permanenta.html
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a best-fit algorithm for specific environments. To achieve these, the thesis ad
dresses three topics: the provision of a method that enables machine-learning
algorithms to adapt to different environments (the so called training), the de
velopment of a framework that machine-learning algorithms can be connected
to and that collects the results and third, the analysis of the outcome of the
evaluated algorithms (of the classification result).
In the following. Chapter 2 provides the required technical background. It gives
an introduction into classification algorithms, workflows, monitoring information
and provides information regarding the PerManEntA project.
Chapter 3 deals with the detailed analysis of the problem addressed by this
thesis. How the previously described classification algorithms can be utilized
effectively and how these algorithms can be trained in order to perform the
required analysis of suitable monitoring information are described. Finally, a
set of rules to be used when designing the workflow identification framework is
presented.
Chapter 4 discusses the design of the workflow identification framework and
Chapter 5 gives the implementation of this framework. Also presented are
examples showing how to use the framework and how to generate synthetic
data required for testing the framework and for comparing the results of the
different machine-learning algorithms.
Chapter 6 describes how the implemented workflow identification framework
is tested and evaluated.

The classification results are compared for differ

ent levels of instrumentation (the percentage of activities producing monitoring
information) and are also analyzed based on the number of activities of the
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workflows and the number of branches a workflow contains. A summary of the
work is then presented in Chapter 7.

Chapter 2. Background

2. Background
This chapter presents the material necessary to understand the research topic.
An overview of the classification algorithms used in this work is given in Sec
tion 2.1. Workflows are presented in Section 2.2 and monitoring information in
Section 2.3. The chapter ends with an overview of two tools of the PerManEntAProject which are employed in this work (Section 2.4).

2.1. Classification Algorithms
A classification problem exists when data must be separated into classes. For
example, a bank has multiple customers with different account balances and
wants to distinguish between customers with good creditworthiness and those
with bad creditworthiness. Therefore, two different classes are created: good
and bad. By inspecting the attribute account balance, each customers is as
sociated with the matching class. Classification separates data into classes
by observing multiple attributes associated with the data. The components
designed for solving these problems are called classifiers.
Currently, there exists a wide variety of classification algorithms. Such algo-
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rithms match an input pattern to a given output, where input patterns are orga
nized in classes. The resulting output of the classification points to the (unique)
class the input pattern belongs to.

C= {G,C2....CJ
/P=

......

A,,}'-

(2.1)

(2.2)

Thus, given a set of n classes (Definition 2.1) and m input patterns (Definition
2.2), the purpose of a classifier is to find a mapping function / : IP —> C from
input patterns to classes (see Definition 2.3).

IP

c

(2.3a)
=

{Ci.G}

(2.3b)

=

/(A)

= Ci

(2.3c)

=

f(A)

= C2

(2.3d)

The desired output of a classifier is the correct mapping of the input data to
the matching class. Classifiers usually do not work with exact accuracy and
an error rate E must be taken into consideration. The better the result of the
classification, the lower E.

Figure 2.1.: A schematic representation of a classifier getting a pattern P, as input
and the associated class
as the result of the classification process.
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Figure 2.1 gives a schematic view of the classification process: Pi is sent to
the classifier and after the classification process, the classifier states that the
input pattern belongs to class Cj..
Classifiers must be trained in order to perform well. Their operations can be
distinguished into two different phases. During the training phase, the classifier
learns to perform a correct mapping between given input patterns and available
classes. The classification phase starts after the training phase is complete
and marks the phase where classification of unknown data is performed.
An input pattern consists of multiple components called features. Definition
2.4 shows the principal structure of such a pattern: the pattern Pi consists of j
features, numbered from A to j]. This is also called a feature vector.

{/1../2........ /;}

(2.4)

Classifiers are presented with a labeled set of input data. Each single datum
consists of the feature vector and a label indicating which class the data be
longs to. The classifier analyzes this data and creates a mapping between
relevant features and the associated class (see Definition 2.3). The identifica
tion of relevant features by inspecting the whole set of feature vectors is called
feature extraction. Here, redundant and irrelevant features are discarded from
the feature vectors and the data is transformed into a reduced representation
of the original feature vectors, thereby reducing the dimensionality of the input
data presented.
There are two different ways to train a classifier: batch learning and incremen
tal learning. In batch learning all available training data are presented to the
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classifier. The error rate of the classification process depends solely on the
quality of the presented data. In incremental learning the classifier is trained
based on an initial training set of data and then retrained on the fly based
on data discovered during the currently running classification phase. This en
hances the training base and hence the classification error.
There exists a wide variety of classification algorithms. Artificial neural net
works, support vector machines and decision trees are typical and widely used
classification algorithms and are therefore considered in this research work.
These will be discussed in the next sections.

2.1.1. Artificial neural networks
An artificial neural network (ANN) is a computational model based on biological
neural networks. It consists of multiple interconnected processing units known
as artificial neurons. An artificial neuron receives a number of inputs, either
from original data or from the output of other neurons in the ANN. Each input
comes via a connection that has a strength or weight \\\_j that corresponds
to the synaptic efficacy in a biological neuron. Each neuron also has a single
threshold value. The weighted sum of the inputs is formed

(in, =

and the threshold subtracted to compose the activation of the neuron, also
known as the post-synaptic potential of the neuron. The activation signal is
passed through an activation function to produce the output of the neuron a, =
(see Figure 2.2). The activation function g must fulfill

two requirements. Firstly, the unit must be active (which means a, near +1)
when the ‘right* inputs are given and must be inactive (a, near 0) when the
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Figure 2.2.: A simple mathematical model of an artificial neuron. The unit’s output
activation is a, =
where cij is the output activation of unit
j and Wjj is the weight on the link from unit j to this unit. [RN04]
‘wrong’ inputs are given. Secondly, the activation must be nonlinear because
otherwise the whole network collapses to a simple linear function. Example
activation functions (j include the threshold function and the sigmoid function
(see Figure 2.3).

((X)
i.oi—

O.K [

0.2

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3.: Two example activation functions: (a) The threshold activation function,
which outputs 1 when the input is positive and 0 otherwise. (Sometimes
the sign function is used instead, which outputs ±1 depending on the
sign of the input.) (b) The sigmoid function 1 /(I + e“^). (Source: [RN04],
modified)

Artificial neural networks are designed to match an arbitrary function, reducing
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the error E ([Ise05], see Section 2.1) by defining a mathematical function (see
Definition 2.3). They can be used to model complex relationships between
inputs and outputs. The mapping function of an ANN depends on the bias
weights W and on the activation function. The weights are adjusted during a
training process; the goal of this process is to minimize E. In a feedforward
ANN, information moves in only one direction, from the input nodes to the
output nodes. There are no cycles or loops. Figure 2.4 presents a simple
feedforward ANN consisting of two input units, two hidden units in a single
layer and one output unit. Because the output depends on the output of the
hidden units and the latter’s output depends on the input units, the output of
the network (^5) is a function of its inputs. It computes as follows: given an
input vector ./■ = (./i.-i-i) and the activation of the input units set to [a 1.(12) =
(.ri,,r2) the output of the ANN r/5 is computed by a.r, =

+ ff'i.5«i) =

/y(fF;^,5ry(iri,3ai ^ \V2.:i({2) + H 4.r,.^/(fFi.K/i + ff 2..i'^/2)) (see Figure 2.2). There are

Figure 2.4.: A very simple neural network with two inputs, one hidden layer of two
units, and one output (Source: [RN04], modified).

two distinct types of artificial neural networks topologies: feedforward networks
(anti-cyclic networks) and recurrent networks (cyclic networks). A feedforward
network represents a function of its current inputs and owns no internal state.

10
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A recurrent network propagates its output back to the neurons on the same
or previous layer. This means that such a network is a dynamic system which
owns an internal state; its output depends on this internal state and therefore
on the previous inputs. Artificial neural networks are widely used for classifica
tion purposes. One of the most widely-used ANN is the Multilayer Perceptron
Network (MLP,[lse05]), also known as multilayer feed-forward network.

2.1.1.1. Multi-layer Perceptron Networks

Figure 2.5 shows an artificial neural network using the multi-layer perceptron
topology. Such a network consists of a minimum of three layers: an input
layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer. Each of these layers
consists of artificial neurons and the neurons of each layer are interconnected
with the neurons of the next layer. The data to be processed is sent to the

Figure 2.5.: An example of a multi-layer perceptron neural network

input layer, with one input neuron for each feature in the input pattern. After
this, the data is propagated through the network until it reaches the output layer
and the result can be evaluated. The processing of the input happens in the

11
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hidden layers (feedforward). After the multi-layer perceptron is constructed it
must be trained in order to perform a correct mapping between the inputs and
the desired outputs (see Section 2.1). This task is called learning. There are
three major learning paradigms: supervised learning, unsupervised learning
and reinforcement learning.

2.1.1.2. Supervisediearning

This learning technique requires the network user to assemble a set of train
ing data consisting of pairs

//

(.r. /y).j-

g

C (see Definitions 2.2 and 2.1),

i.e., the training data contains examples of inputs and the corresponding out
puts and the aim is to find a function that matches the given pairs (see Defini
tion 2.3). The output of the ANN is compared to the expected output and the
weights \V on the connections between the neurons are adjusted to minimize
the error E. This mismatch between the output and the expected output is also
known as the costs or as the error of an ANN. A common and well-known al
gorithm for training an ANN this way is the backpropagation algorithm [Roj96].
A typical task that requires this learning paradigm is pattern recognition, which
is a classification problem.
The backpropagation algorithm is one of the most frequently used algorithms
for neural networks learning. It can be divided into four steps:
1. Feed-forward computation
2. Calculating the error
3. Backpropagation of the calculated error

12
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4. Weight updates
The weights between the single neurons are initially set to random values.
After this, an input pattern is presented to the input neurons and propagated
through the network. In the second step, the outputs of the output neurons are
compared with the desired outputs by a teacher component. The difference of
these values is described as the error E (Definition 2.5) [Roj96]. Here, p is the
number of patterns presented to the neural network. When the Th pattern is
presented to the network, it produces the output o, while

is the desired output.

The goal is to adjust the weights between the neurons to achieve o, = i, for
each / = 1..... p. This is done by minimizing the error function (Function 2.5).
Reaching this goal is usually not possible, which means that the error cannot
usually be minimized to zero.

E

E

^1

(2.5)

(=1

In the third step, an individual scaling factor for adjusting each weight to better
match the desired output is calculated. This starts between the output layer
and the last hidden layer and is performed for every layer until the input layer is
reached, which means that the factors are calculated backwards, from the out
put layer to the input layer. Finally, the individual weights are updated. These
steps must be repeated for every input pattern from the training data until all
examples are classified correctly or until E is below a defined threshold (stop
ping criteria).

13
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2.1.1.3. Unsupervised learning
In this learning paradigm, the only available data is some .r

g

fP (see Definition

2.2) and a cost function, i.e., the network is provided with inputs but not with
desired outputs. The system must decide the features it will use to group the
input data. This is often referred to as self-organization or adaption. The cost
function is to be minimized by watching the output of the ANN for a given input
X.

The lower the costs, the better the quality of the classification.

2.1.1.4. Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning is required when the input data of the ANN is not
known a priori and is generated by the interaction of an agent with its envi
ronment. The aim of this paradigm is to find actions with minimum costs. The
costs are calculated based on the action of the agent and the reaction of the
environment. Control problems typically employ this paradigm.

2.1.2. Support Vector Machines
Besides artificial neural networks, binary support vector machines (SVM) are
also widely used to distinguish between two different classes of input data.
The input vectors are projected into a multi-dimensional space. In this space,
a separating hyperplane is constructed between the projected data of the two
classes. This hyperplane maximizes the margin between the two classes to
be distinguished. Figure 2.6 shows a simplified graphical representation of a
SVM separating two classes of input data. Three parallel hyperplanes exist in

14
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separating hyperplane

Figure 2.6.: An example of a support vector machine separating two classes of input

data
this example: one at the border of each class and the third one exactly in the
middle of the two other hyperplanes. The two hyperplanes at the borders of
the classes are first constructed. These are bound to the outermost input data
vectors. These vectors are called support vectors, and this is where the term
support vector machine comes from. The separating hyperplane with maxi
mum margins from both hyperplanes is then constructed. This construction is
performed during the training phase of the SVM. Therefore, labeled examples
of the input data to be classified are required. This can be compared to the
supervised training of a ANN (see Section 2.1.1.2).
The reason why the input vectors are projected into a multi-dimensional space
depends on the characteristics of the input data. In many cases, the data
is not directly linear separable (see Figure 2.7). Rather than fitting nonlinear
curves to the input data in order to separate, SVMs handle this by using a
kernel function to map the data into a different, multi-dimensional space where
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Figure 2.7.: An example of a not linearly separable input vectors (Source: http:
//WWW.cs.berkeley.edu/~jordan/courses/281B-spring04/
lectures /lec3.pdf).

a hyperplane can be used to do the separation. This is also called the Kernel
Trick (see Figure 2.8). This trick allows the use of a linear classifier for solving
non-linear problems and is done using Mercer’s theorem (see Theorem 1).

Theorem 1
(Mercer’s Theorem) A symmetric function A'(x, y) can be expressed as an
inner product
I\{x,y) = (0(x), (/)(.?/))

for some p if and only if A'(.t, y) is positive semidefinite, i.e.
I K[j\y)g[x)g{y)dxdy >= 0 'dg
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or, equivalently:
A'(.ri,:ri)

/\(xi,.T2)

l\{X2,Xi)

is positive-definite for any collection

Figure 2.8.: Transforming the data can make it linearly separable (Source: http:
//www.cs.berkeley.edu/~jordan/courses/281B-spring04/
lectures/lec3 .pdf).

Using Mercer’s theorem it is possible to either map the input data to the target
space using 0 and calculate the inner product or to use a kernel function K
without knowing 0 and without caring about it. Examples of kernel functions
are:
• Linear kernel:

= {(p(x), diu))

• Polynomial kernel: K{x. y) = {(p{x), (p{y)y
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•

RBF kernel (radial basis function): A (r. y)

=

e:rp{

^-y\
^^2

j

• Gaussian kernel: K{x,ij) =
SVMs are designed to distinguish between two disjoint olasses (binary SVM).
Since most cases require the detection of more than two classes, various meth
ods for extending a single SVM can be used: one-against-all, one-against-one
(also called pairwise) and all-at-once (also called all-together). Each exten
sion reaches a different degree of performance. In this context, performance
is defined as the recognition accuracy. The higher the accuracy, the lower the
error.
One-against-all constructs n binary SVMs in order to detect n different classes.
The purpose of each SVM is to separate one class from all other classes; this
means that the result of each SVM is positive for one class only and negative
for all other classes [LZ05]. Suppose there are n SVMs S, e {S1.S2.....A,,}.
Then, the /th SVM is trained with the samples from the /th class having a label
describing a positive result and with the samples from all other classes having
a negative result.

During the classification phase, each SVM classifies the

given input pattern. In the best case, only one SVM outputs a positive result,
all others output a negative result. When more than one SVM ends up with a
positive result, some voting must be performed. This case could also indicate
a low performance of the SVM-ensemble.
In one-against-one, a SVM is constructed for each pair of classes [MCS06].
For n classes n * (r? - l)/2 SVMs are constructed and the purpose of each
SVM is to vote for only one class. During classification, the votes of the SVMs
are compared and the one with the highest vote states which class the input
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data belongs to.
The idea behind all-together is to create a decision function by considering all
classes at once, which means that there exists only one SVM for n classes
[WW98]. Figure 2.9 gives an overview on the performance of the multi-class
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Figure 2.9.: The performance of different multi-class SVM methods (Source:
[Hab08]).

SVM techniques described above. This figure shows that input data can al
ways be associated with a specific class when using all-together\ there are
no undefined or ambiguous regions in the diagram. Compared to the other
two techniques, all-together turns out to be the technique with the best perfor
mance. The choice of techniques to use depends on the aim of the classifi
cation and to the amount of training effort that is considered acceptable; each
technique needs to be trained with different algorithms and therefore requires
different efforts. The training technique also depends on the decision function
implemented. Finding a decision function to distinguish between many classes
is more expensive than finding a function for distinguishing between only two
classes.
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2.1.3. Decision Trees
Decision trees originated in the area of Operations Research. A decision tree
is a directed acyclic graph and therefore has a tree-like structure. It consists
of a single root, multiple leaves, inner nodes and edges between root, leaves
and nodes. Every leaf is associated with a single class and it is possible to
associate multiple leaves with the same class. Every inner node is associated
with at least one feature while a feature can be associated with multiple nodes.
Inner nodes contain decisions or rules based on the associated features. For
every possible result, an edge exists that points to a successor node or to a
final leaf. Figure 2.10 shows a schematic example of a decision tree. This tree

Figure 2.10.: An schematic example of a decision tree

consists of one root, three leaves and one inner node. The decision process
starts at the root and propagates through the tree based on the results of the
executed decisions. The process ends at a leaf.
A decision tree used to determine the class to which the input data belongs
to is called a classification tree. Its structure and the required decisions are
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built during the training phase of this classifier. One possible algorithm for
generating a decision tree is C4.5 [Qui93], a divide-and-conquer algorithm.
This algorithm uses a set of labeled training data, i.e. a set of feature vectors
each associated with the correct class. The goal is to split the set of training
data into subsets and to recursively split the subsets themselves into subsets
until every subset belongs to a single class.
Table 2.1 shows an example of features and associated classes. These mapTable 2.1.: An [Example of a mapping between features and classes.
./l
0
2
2

f2
1
1
2

fs
5
5
7

C
Ca
Cb
Cr

pings can be represented by a decision tree. The tree could be generated
as follows; first, choose j\ to separate class Ca from classes Cb and CrSecondly, choose /2 to separate Cb from CV- After having separated the
classes this way, the resulting decision tree is generated (see Figure 2.11).
f:i is not considered because it is not needed to obtain a correct classifica
tion. Based on a generated decision tree, it is possible to create rules for
performing the classification of input patterns. Each of these rules represents
a path in the tree. In this example, three rules can be created:

va

: -^(/i > 0),

rn : (/i > 0) A -(/2 > 1), /c : (/i > 0) A (/2 > 1).

Another type of decision tree uses probabilities instead of questions for deter
mining the path from the root to the leaves (see Figure 2.12). Here, every link
within the tree is associated with a probability and at every node a probability
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Figure 2.11.: An example of a decision tree representing the data in Table 2.1
is calculated. The calculated value determines the next node to visit. To avoid
undefined paths within the tree, it is important that the sum of all probabilities
within the same level of a tree is exactly one. In Figure 2.12, the probability for

overall probability at the leaves: 1

Figure 2.12.: An example of a decision tree using probabilities.

reaching leaf 1 is

leaf 2 is reached with the probability k * \ = L leaf 3 is
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reached with the probability i2 * f5

^ and leaf 4 is reached with the probability

1 >k ii = ii
2
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Compared with other classification methods, decision trees have several ad
vantages:
• Easy to understand and to interpret.
• The data does not have to be prepared (e.g. no normalization is needed
and the process also works with alphanumerical data).
• The decision making process is clear and obvious.
• Easy validation.
• Easy optimization possible.
However, decision trees also have certain limitations:
• The problem of constructing optimal binary decision trees is known to be
NP-complete [HR76].
• Decision-tree learners may create over-complex trees.
The creation of over-complex trees is called overfitting. In this case, subtrees
are generated which do not contain the required object or class and can be
pruned. Pruning means cutting the decision tree by removing unnecessary
decisions, thereby simplifying the tree. The cut parts are no longer considered
and the performance of the decision making process is improved. Figure 2.13
shows an example of an overfitted decision tree with unnecessary decisions
when the classification of animals is desired. Because of redundant, unneces
sary or erroneous information in the training data, the right subtree was created
even though the decisions are unnecessary for the desired classification. The
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Figure 2.13.: An example of an overfitted decision tree.
subtree resulting in classes Needle and Wool can be pruned. After pruning,
the tree still performs correct classifications but is significantly smaller (Figure

2.14).

Figure 2.14.: An example of a pruned decision tree
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2.1.4. Summary
Three different classification algorithms were presented in this section, each
algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages compared to the other
algorithms. The main benefit of an artificial neural network is the ability to gen
eralize. After the training phase, such a classifier is able to recognize unknown
input patterns with a measurable probability. This case can be recognized by
inspecting the values of the output neurons after the classification of an input
pattern. If an unexpected output is produced, it can be compared to the ex
pected outputs and a similarity measure can be computed. This is not possible
when using a decision tree algorithm. While the result of a decision tree is
clearly traceable when inspecting the performed decisions, the decision pro
cess always ends at exactly one leaf. Because of this, it is not obvious if the
classification result is correct or not. The ability to detect possible errors when
using support vector machines depends on the type used. When all-at-once is
used, only one SVM is created for n classes. In this case, the outcome of the
SVM directly points to a class. In one-against-one and one-against-all, multiple
SVMs are created, depending on the number of classes. In these cases, the
outcome of all SVMs can be compared in order to detect possible classification
errors and hints to which class an unknown sample may belong to.
It is clearly not possible to state categorically which classification algorithm
is the best one.

Instead, the algorithm to be used must be chosen based

on the specific problem and on experiences gained by working with different
classification algorithms.
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2.2. Workflows
The purpose of a workflow is “the automation of procedures where documents,
information or tasks are passed between participants according to a defined
set of rules” [Hol95]. While workflows may be organized manually, workflows
in the context of IT are organized within IT systems in order to provide comput
erized support for procedural automation. According to the Workflow Manage
ment Coalition^ (WfMC), a workflow is defined as “The computerized facilita
tion or automation of a business process, in whole or part” [Hol95]. This means
that a workflow is a business process managed by software. A business pro
cess itself is defined as “A set of one or more linked procedures or activities
which collectively realize a business objective or policy goal, normally within
the context of an organizational structure defining functional roles and relation
ships” [Coa99]. Using these two definitions, a workflow is the implementation
of a set of linked procedures or activities. An activity is typically the smallest
unit of work within a workflow. In [Coa99], it is defined as “A description of a
piece of work that forms one logical step within a process”. It is also referred
to as “Node” or “Workflow Element”. The result of an executed workflow is a
business objective or policy goal. Usually, every activity is implemented as a
dedicated module; the creation of links (transitions) between these modules
forms the workflow. An application can invoke workflows in order to perform
business operations.
There are two ways of routing an execution flow through a workflow [Coa99]:

• parallel routing: two or more activities execute in parallel within the
http://www.wfmc.org/
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workflow. This leads to multiple threads of execution.
• sequential routing: several activities are executed in sequence under a
single thread of execution.
To enable these two kinds of workflow routing as well as conditional routing,
the following elements are specified:

Sequence

A sequence is the simplest way of routing the execution flow of

a workflow. Here, a sequence of activities is executed step by step. After an
activity is finished, the next activity is executed until the end of the sequence is
reached (Figure 2.15).

^ Activity

•<Activity

^ Activity

Activity

^ Activity

Activity

Figure 2.15.: Schematic representation of a sequence on the upper half; the lower
half shows this concept modeled using the syntax of an UML Activity
Diagram.

AND-Split

An AND-Split is “A point within the workflow where a single thread

of control splits into two or more threads which are executed in parallel within
the workflow, allowing multiple activities to be executed simultaneously” [Coa99]
(see Figure 2.16).
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Figure 2.16.: Schematic representation of an AND-Split on the left (source; [Coa99],
modified), the right side shows this concept modeled as a fork using the
syntax of an UML Activity Diagram [(OM09b].

AND-Join

At an AND-Join, two or more parallel executing activities converge

into a single thread (see Figure 2.17). The workflow execution continues when
all parallel executing activities are completed.

Figure 2.17.: Schematic representation of a AND-Join on the left (source: [Coa99],
modified), the right side shows this concept modeled as a join using the
syntax of an UML Activity Diagram [(OM09b].

OR"Split

An OR-Split is a point within a workflow, where the execution flow

is redirected based on an evaluated condition (see Figure 2.18).
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Figure 2.18.: Schematic representation of a OR-Split on the left (source: [Coa99],
modified); the right side shows this concept modeled as a branch using
the syntax of an UML Activity Diagram [(OM09b].

OR-Join

At an OR-Join, two or more alternative workflow branches converge

(see Figure 2.19).

Figure 2.19.: Schematic representation of a OR-Join on the left (source; [Coa99],
modified); the right side shows this concept modeled as a merge using
the syntax of an UML Activity Diagram [(OM09b].

Iteration

Iteration is a cycle resulting in the repetitive execution of one or

more workflow activities until a condition is met (see Figure 2.20).
Figure 2.21 shows how these concepts can be used for modeling workflows.
Flere, two workflows are modeled using the notation of UML Activity Diagrams.
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Activity

^ Activity

^ Activity

Figure 2.20.: Schematic representation of a iteration on the upper half (source:
[Coa99], modified); the lower half shows this concept using the syntax
of an UML Activity Diagram.
Each workflow contains a branch after the first activity. Depending on the re
sult of the evaluated condition, the execution flow is routed to different paths.
In this example, both workflows share an activity (Activity

x). Since an

activity forms one logical step within a process it is usually implemented as
a dedicated module although the sharing of activities between different workflows is possible.

Activity 1.2

Activity 1.1

Activity 1.3

f
Activitv A
^

(

L

Activity 2.1

J

Activity 2.2

A

r

L

Activity 2.3

J

Figure 2.21.: An UML Activity Diagram of two workflows sharing one activity and con
taining OR-Splits.
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2.2.1. Business Process Modeling Notation
2.2.1.1. Overview

The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a graphical representation
for specifying business processes in a workflow. Originally, it was developed
by the Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI) and is currently main
tained by the Object Management Group (OMG^). The primary goal of BPMN
is to provide a notation that can be understood by all kind of users, reaching
from the business analyst to the technical developers. With this, BPMN cre
ates a standardized bridge between business process design and process im
plementation. Another goal is to create a business-oriented notation that can
be used to visualize XML languages which were designed for the execution
of business processes. The current version of the BPMN specification is 1.2
[(OM09a], version 2.0 is under development. Since 2006, BPMN is an official
OMG standard.
Since BPMN is a standard used for business process modeling, it defines the
notation and semantics for specifying business processes using business pro
cess diagrams (BPD) similar to UML Activity Diagrams. It does not specify a
mechanism for the exchange of models. Because BPMN only supports the
modeling of business processes, it can not be used for modeling e.g. orga
nizational structures and resources or business rules. BPMN supports three
basic types of sub-models:
• Private (internal) business processes

-http://www.omg.org/
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• Abstract (public) processes
• Collaboration (global) processes
While private business processes are internal to a specific organization (see
Figure 2.22), public business processes represent interactions between a pri
vate business process and another process or participant (see Figure 2.23).
In this kind of process, only the activities that are used for communication

Figure 2.22.: Example of a private business process (source; [(OM09a])

Patient
-i^------------------- zr
6) I feel sick
1) I want to| see doctor

8) Pickup y4ur medicine
and you j;an leave

|
j

9) need

5) Go sqe doctor

10) Here is yjour medicine
medicine

<D
O

O
o

^\
(
)-►

Receive
Doctor
Request

Send Appt

Receive
Symptoms

Send
Prescription
Pickup

Receive
Medicine
Request

Send Medicine

k)

o

o

Q

Figure 2.23.: Example of a public business process (source: [(OM09a])

plus the flow control mechanisms are included. All other (internal) activities
are not part of this sub-model. The executable processes are likely to have
more activities and details than shown in an public process. Public processes
are contained within a pool and can be modeled either separately or as part of
a larger BPMN diagram to show the message flow between the abstract pro-
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cess activities and other entities. Global processes (see Figure 2.24) depict

Figure 2.24.: Example of a global business process (source: [(OM09a])

the interactions between two or more business entities. The interactions are
defined as a sequence of activities representing the message exchange pat
terns between the involved entities. A global process can be shown as two or
more abstract processes communicating with each other.
With these three types of sub-models, various types of diagrams can be cre
ated [(OM09a]:
• High-level private process activities (not functional breakdown)
• Detailed private business process
- As-is or old business process
- To-be or new business process
• Detailed private business process with interactions to one or more exter-
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nal entities (or “Black Box” processes)
• Two or more detailed private business processes directly interacting
• Detailed private business process relationship to Abstract Process
• Detailed private business process relationship to Collaboration Process
• Two or more Abstract Processes
• Abstract Process relationship to Collaboration Process
• Collaboration Process only (e.g., ebXML BPSS or RosettaNet)
• Two or more detailed private business processes interacting through their
Abstract Processes
• Two or more detailed private business processes interacting through a
Collaboration Process
• Two or more detailed private business processes interacting through their
Abstract Processes and a Collaboration Process
Since BPMN specifies a notation and therefore covers a wide range of usage,
it is possible to map BPMN to multiple lower-level specification languages; for
example, it can be mapped to BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Lan
guage for Web Services^). This mapping is covered by the specification.

*http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/specification/ws-bpel/
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2.2.1.2. Elements

BPMN specifies four basic categories of elements:
• Flow objects
• Connecting objects
• Swimlanes
• Artifacts
Flow objects are the main graphical elements for defining the behaviour of
a business process. The flow objects are: Events, Activities and Gateways.
Events are something that “happens”, e.g. a message was received. An ac
tivity represents a work to be done, e.g. a task or a sub-process, and a gate
way determines a conditional branch, a fork or a merge. Flow objects are
connected using connecting objects. Three different types of connections are
specified: a sequence flow defines the execution order of connected activities,
a message flow represents the flow of messages between participants and an
association is used to associate information with flow objects. Activities can
be organized using swim lanes. A swim lane is contained in a pool. While a
pool represents major participants in a process, e.g. an organization, a lane
is used to organize and categorize activities within a pool according to their
function or role. A pool can contain multiple lanes and a lane contains flow
objects, connecting objects and artifacts. The current set of artifacts includes
data objects, groups and annotations. Data objects provide information about
the activities that must be performed and what they produce; groups can be
used to highlight activities without affecting functionality; and annotations can
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be used to provide additional information for the reader of a BPMN diagram.
Figure 2.25 shows a complete example of a BPMN diagram showing an email

Figure 2.25.: Example of a BPMN diagram showing an email voting process (source:
[(OM09a])

voting process. As can be seen, BPMN diagrams look similar to UML Activity
Diagrams.
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2.2.2. Workflow Management Systems
The purpose of workflow management systems is to support the development
and the execution of workflows. Therefore, the structure of workflow manage
ment systems can be separated in a build time component (development envi
ronment) and a run time component (execution environment) [zM04]. The build
time component provides tools for designing workflow models for specifying
relevant data structures and for designing the organizational model relevant to
the execution of the workflow models, e.g. a list of users and associated roles.
The modeling of processes and organizational structures is often supported
by graphical editors, e.g. by providing a BPMN editor. The mostly text-based
creation of data structures usually requires a traditional programming environ
ment. After creation, a representation of the workflow models is stored into
a workflow model repository. While sometimes proprietary formats are used,
often XML is chosen for persisting the models. The organizational model is
either stored into the workflow model repository or into a separate repository.
The run time component consists of a number of modules (see Figure 2.26).
These modules are connected through a coordination entity, e.g. an event
handler, which sends notifications to the modules and also receives notification
from them. The modules are [zM04]:
• The process management facility creates workflow instances from the
workflow repository and appropriate entries in the workflow instance
database. It also observes constraints, e.g. the validity period of a workflow model.
• The control flow manager is responsible for handling state changes of
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Figure 2,26.: Technical structure of a workflow management system (source: [zM04])

the workflow instances and associated activity instances. It also evalu
ates control flow conditions and creates required activity instances if the
associated preconditions defined in the activity models are met.
• The purpose of the worklist handler is to create work items for activity
instances and to manage required access rights for the work items. It
also interacts with the work lists of different users and handles possible
conflicts, e.g. the concurrent selection of the same work item by multiple
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users.
• The access of users to work lists and to the workflow management sys
tem in general is controlled by the user management module. For this, it
accesses the organizational models to determine the role of the individ
ual users.
• The interaction between the workflow engine and invoked applications is
managed by the application invocation module. It evaluates return codes
from external applications and passes data to and from invoked applica
tions.
• Data conversion and data mapping between activity instances is per
formed by the data management module.
• The history management is responsible for logging system events in the
audit trail. The events can either be system-related or workflow-related,
e.g. user logged in and activity started.
• Access to the workflow engine for external systems is provided by inte
gration APIs. This allows to embed the workflow engine into other appli
cations.
Depending on the context, workflow management systems can either be part of
a workflow-enabled application system or they can operate as stand-alone ap
plications. While most workflow solutions from the 1980s to the 1990s where
operating stand-alone [zM04], many new workflow products are of the first
kind. Stand-alone workflow management systems are functional without any
additional software, but they still may require database management systems
and a communication middleware. External application systems are invoked
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during run time. Such systems usually provide proprietary user interfaces,
e.g. for worklist handling, and to access data from other applications. They
can be used as integration technology (see Figure 2.27). Embedded work-

Figure 2.27.: Workflow services as integration technology (source; [zM04])

flow systems can be divided into two categories. While workflow-based appli
cation systems are not functional without the embedded workflow functional
ity, workflow-enabled systems also work without applying the built-in workflow
component.

2.3. Monitoring Information
One possibility for gathering information regarding the internal state of a sys
tem or of an application is to analyze the available monitoring information if
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the level of detail is sufficient. A common approach for producing this type of
information is to insert monitoring statements into the application source code.
Monitoring information can be stored persistently and can be processed by
special evaluation or management tools. Usually, the information is produced
by special APIs and organized into records. Every time a monitoring statement
is executed, one or more monitoring records are produced. The purpose of
these records is to show detailed information about the occurred event and (if
planned) about associated data and context information. For example, if an
error happens while copying a file on the file system, the monitoring record
produced could be: ERROR: an error happened while copying file A to target
B. Levels of importance, e.g. FATAL for critical errors or DEBUG for debugging
information, are usually associated with monitoring records, which also contain
the time when the event occurred. This supports the analysis of the monitor
ing information depending on the desired goal, e.g., DEBUG is very interesting
during application development but this level is too detailed when analyzing the
run-time behavior of an application.
Examples of APIs usable for producing monitoring information are:
• Java Logging APIs'^
• Jakarta Commons Logging^ (JCL)
• Log4J®
The Java Logging APIs are part of Java since version 1.4 and are contained in
the package java.util.logging. They aim at producing log reports suit'^http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/guicle/util/logging/
^http;//commons.apache.org/logging/
’http://logging.apache.org/log4j/
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able for “analysis by end users, system administrators, field service engineers,
and software development teams”. These APIs capture information such as
performance bottlenecks and bugs in the application. These APIs are also
able to interact with other logging services that already exist on the host op
eration system. Although the APIs can be directly used by developers, they
are not intended to replace the normal debugging and profiling tools that may
already exist in the development environment. Jakarta Commons Logging is
a proxy for other logging APIs. If an application is designed to use JCL, the
actual logging API used can be changed without recompiling the application or
library. Log4J is a widely used and very common API for producing monitoring
information within Java applications. Since it serves as a model for many other
logging APIs, it will be discussed in detail in the following section.

2.3.1. Log4J
Log4J is an open source Java-based logging framework, it is provided and
developed by the Apache Software Foundation^ (ASF). The purpose of Log4J
is to allow Java developers to easily insert logging statements into application
code. With these statements, developers can control the information content of
the log output. The roots of Log4J can be found in SEMPER®, an EU-financed
project which started in 1996. This first ancestor was considerably improved
over the years by Ceki GuIcQ while working at the IBM Zurich Research Labo
ratory. Later, the framework was handed over to the ASF where it is provided
and maintained today. To prevent applications and application systems from
^http://www.apache.org/
®http://www.semper.org/
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using proprietary logging mechanisms, Log4J provides a unified logging API.
Since Log4J is widely used, it has been ported to many other programming
languages, e.g. C# and PHR
Log4J consists of three main components: Logger, Appender and Layouts.
These components allow the developer to integrate monitoring statements ac
cording to their type and level into the application source code. It is also possi
ble to control the layout and the output of the monitoring records during applica
tion runtime. The monitoring records are produced by a iogger. An application
can use an arbitrary number of loggers. During application runtime, it is pos
sible to enable or to disable single loggers and to change the level of records
that are produced. When multiple loggers are used within an application (e.g.
one per application module) the production of monitoring statements for either
the whole application or for parts of it can be dynamically enabled or disabled.
Loggers are named entities. It is possible to hierarchically order loggers by
their names. If a logger is an ancestor of another logger, its name followed by
a dot is the prefix of the child logger: if iogger.appiication.moduiel is the name
of the child, iogger.appiication is the name of its ancestor (see Figure 2.28).

Figure 2.28.: An example of hierarchical Log4J loggers.
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Loggers have to be assigned to a level. The six possible levels are:
• FATAL: Severe errors that cause the immediate termination of the exe
cuting application
• ERROR: General runtime errors
• WARN: General warnings to show up possible errors and unexpected
conditions
• INFO: Interesting events
• DEBUG: Detailed information for debugging purposes
• TRACE: Most detailed level of information
The severity of the levels decreases from first to last. If a logger is config
ured to produce monitoring information with a certain severity, the monitoring
information with higher severity is also produced. For example, if the enabled
severity is WARN, the monitoring information with severity ERROR and FATAL
are also recorded. If not configured otherwise, children always inherit the con
figured log level from their ancestor. Listing 2.1 shows an example of a valid
configuration.

# Set root logger level to INFO and its only appender to A1.
log4j.rootLogger=INFO, A1

# A1 is set to be a ConsoleAppender.
log4 j.appender.Al=org.apache.log4 j.ConsoleAppender

# A1 uses XMLLayout.
log4 j.appender.A1.layout=org.apache.log4 j.xml.XMLLayout

Listing 2.1: An example of a Log4J configuration
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In this configuration, the level of rootLogger is set to INFO (line 2). This log
ger is configured to use appender ai (line 5). Every logger must be configured
to use an appender in order to set the destination for the output. In this config
uration, the logger is configured to send the output to the console, but it is also
possible to send the output to a database or to append the output to a file. The
output produced is formatted as configured (line 8), in this case XMLLayout
is applied. This means that the output of the logger is sent to the console as
XML. An example output for this configuration is presented in Listing 2.2. It
was produced by the code fragment shown in Listing 2.3.

<log4 j:event
logger="de.fh_wiesbaden.cs.vs.permanenta.wfidentification.rrreader.test.Example'
timestamp="1242298509326" level="INFO" thread^"main">
<log4 j:message><! [CDATA[An interesting message]]></log4j:message>
</log4 j;event>

Listing 2.2: An example of a Log4J-Statement using XML output

Apart from the message itself, the following elements are contained in the mon
itoring record produced:

• logger: the name of the used logger
• timestamp: the time when the record was produced
• level: the severity of the message
• thread: the executed thread
If not configured otherwise, the appender configuration is handled down the
logger hierarchy. This means that the appenders of loggers having an ancestor
is inherited from their ancestors. This automatic configuration feature is called
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Additive Appenders and causes the output of an ancestor to also be logged by
its descendants. This behavior can be disabled for each logger (objLogger.
set Additivity (false)).

create an instance
final Logger objLogger = Logger.getLogger(Example.class);

// only process the nested block if severity is at least INFO

if (objLogger.isInfoEnabled())

{

// the message to be logged

objLogger.info("An interesting message");
I

Listing 2.3: A code fragment showing how to use a Log4J-Logger

2.4. The PerManEntA-Project
The goal of PerManEntA^ was to develop methods and tools for the perfor
mance management of enterprise critical applications. Two of its modules are
used in this work: the RawResultReader and the Workflow-Editor.

2.4.1. The RawResultReader
The RawResultReader is a component for parsing monitoring records pro
duced using either Log4J (see Section 2.3.1) or Application Response Measurement^° (ARM) and can be extended to other instrumentation APIs. It al^http;//wwwvs.informatik.fh-wiesbaden.de/projekte/permanenta.html
^°http;//www.opengroup.org/management/arm/
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lows data to be read from multiple input sources provided as data streams.
In the current implementation, the data streams must be mixed into a single
data stream in order to be read properly. This limitation arises because the
component was implemented using Java and the data to be read must be re
ceived by an instance of the class java.io. inputstream or by a derived
class. Additionally, the Log4J records must be presented in XML as shown in
Listing 2.2. Figure 2.29 shows an abstract representation of the RawResul-

Stream data

-■G
Figure 2.29.: Abstract representation of the RawResultReader.

tReader. The data arrives as an input stream and is processed. The result of
the processing is stored into RawResultStorage. This storage implements the
Observer-pattern (a publish/subscribe pattern, see also [GHJV95]) and can
therefore inform an arbitrary number of registered listeners about monitoring
records recognized within the data stream.
The results sent to the storage contain various information. In Log4J, the avail
able information consists of:
• the time when the monitored event occurred
• the ID of the thread that executed the event
• the message as defined by the monitoring statement
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•

the ID of the monitoring statement that produced the analyzed record

The ID of the monitoring statement that produced the analyzed record must be
contained in the monitoring message and must be parsable by the RawResultReader, i.e. the monitoring message must match a regular expression (see
Listing 2.4).

1

"W [(.*?) W] (.*?) (W ((.*?) W) ) ?$

Listing 2.4: The regular expression required by the RawResultReader.

The RawResultReader uses the first and the fourth element identified by this
expression in order to get the ID of the monitoring statement (instrumentation
point). The two elements are used to query a special XML repository which
contains information about all known instrumentation points within the appli
cation that produced the received monitoring records. Listing 2.5 shows an
example of how information about an instrumentation point is stored within this
repository. Information about the tool required for maintaining this repository
can be found in [SSTK08].

<!-- the element point contains context information of the instrumentation point,
e.g. the id and the class the point is contained in -->
■point activated="true" class="UpperWF" id="28C4sc49mWjlaJpU" linenumber="1"
method="actionl{)" project="littleWF" resource="/littleWF/src/UpperWF.java"
statementnumber="1">
<!-- several values regarding the state of the instrumentation point -->
<values>
<value name="marker.buiIt" type="Boolean">true' value>
<value name="marker.activatedBuilt" type="Boolean">true</value>
<value name="log4j.priority" type = "String">INFO</value ■
<value name="log4j.message" type="String"/>
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9 <value nciine="marker . charEnd" type=" Integer ">115 5</value>

10 <value name="marker.backend" type="String">Log4JBackend</value>
11

<value naine="marker.lineNumber" type="Integer">56</value>

12 <value name="entity.name" type="String">unnamed</value>
13 <value name="log4j.logger" type="String"/>
14 <value name="marker.charStart" type="Integer">1151</value>
15 </values
16 <!-- the surrounding lines of the instrumentation point —>
17 <lines>
18 <line>Logger.getLogger(UpperWF.class).info("[ORw07oOOB2RBOsuR]
"

" + "action!

(Source)");

19 </line>

20 <line>;</line>
21

<line>try |

22

Thread.sleep(15);

23
24

catch (InterruptedException e)

25

e.printStackTrace() ;

26 }
27 </line>
28 <line>Thread.sleep (15);
29 </line>
30 <line>e.printStackTrace();
31 </line>
32 </lines>
33 </point>

Listing 2.5: An instrumentation point as it is represented in the repository

<log4 j:event
logger="de.fh_wiesbaden.cs.vs.permanenta.wfidentification.rrreader.test.Example'
timestamp="1243427989773" level="INFO" thread="Thread-5">
<log4j;message><![CDATA[[wSlrzJq6hLUzwkCE] actions: Message
(Source)]]></log4j;message>
</log4j:event>

Listing 2.6: A Log4J monitoring record matching the required regular expression
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Listing 2.6 shows a monitoring record matching the required regular expres
sion. The first and fourth element of this message ([wSlrzjq6hLUzwkCE]
and (Source)) are used to identify the associated instrumentation point.

2.4.2. The Workflow-Editor
The Workflow-Editor is an Eclipse^^-based tool which is able to import workflows modeled using UML Activity Diagrams (see Section 2.2) and to convert
them into an internal representation based on the Ecore metamodel of the
Eclipse Modeling Framework^^ (EMF) (see Figure 2.30). This representation
implements the elements required for describing a workflow and allows the
association of actions and instrumentation points (Figure 2.31).

The editor

reads a file containing an activity diagram and converts it into the internal rep
resentation. The activity diagram must be available as XMF^, a standard for
exchanging metadata information using XML. The most common use of XMI is
as an interchange format for UML between software development tools. After
the model has been created, it can be viewed and enriched using a special
editor that was developed in this context. One feature of this editor is the pos
sibility to associate actions with instrumentation points contained in the repos
itory also needed for the RawResultReader. After serialization, the converted
models and their properties can be read and analyzed.

^ ^ http://www.eclipse.org/
^^http://www.eclipse.org/modermg/
13i
‘http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/xmi.htm
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UML Activity Diagram
Worktlow-Editor

Figure 2.30.: A UML Activity Diagram containing a workflow and its representation
within the Workflow-Editor.

Figure 2.31.: Mapping between instrumentation points and an UML Activity Diagram
containing the workflow.
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3. Analysis
This chapter analyzes the problem this work tries to solve. In Section 3.1 the
problem is developed by starting with trivial cases, followed by comprehensive
examples, and ending up in a non-trivial problem. Section 3.2 analyzes how
the machine learning algorithms used to solve the described problem can be
properly trained. In Section 3.3, the theoretical results of this chapter are sum
marized. Finally, this chapter ends up with a set of design rules for the following
chapters (Section 3.4).

3.1. Problem analysis
Gruhn and Laue [GL06] propose to use software complexity metrics to mea
sure the complexity of business processes (see Table 3.1). The NOA metric
only points to the number of activities, it does not state how complex a business
process is. A simple process consisting only of a large sequence of activities
has a high NOA value while a process with a low NOA value might be very
complex (see Figure 3.1); NOA does not consider the structure of a business
process. Because the CFG metric counts the number of decisions in the flow
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Table 3.1.: Software complexity metrics and their mapping to business process met
rics.
software complexity
metric
Lines of Gode (LOG)

corresponding busi
ness process metric
number of activities
(NOA)

cyclomatic
(MGG)

control flow complexity
(GFG, [GMNR06])

complexity

maximum
/
mean
nesting
depth
(MaxND, MeanND)

maximum
/
nesting
(BPMaxND,
MeanND)

mean
depth
BP

description
counts the lines of
code, e.g. of a class
or method (or of a
business process)
counts the number of
linearly
independent
paths
through
the
source code (through a
business process)
maximum / mean num
ber of decisions in the
control flow that are
necessary to reach a
specific block of code
(or to reach a specific
element of a business
process)

of control, a high CFG value indicates a possibly complex process structure
but does not strictly mean this, e.g. the process presented in Figure 3.1b has
a CFG value of 8 while the process shown in Figure 3.2 has the same GFG
but is less complex. The BPMaxND and BPMeanND metrics point directly to
the complexity of business processes. A high nesting depth implies high com
plexity [GL06]: the nesting depth of an action is the number of decisions in
the control flow that are necessary to perform this action. For example, the
business process presented in Figure 3.1b has a maximum nesting depth of
3. While each metric by itself may lead to wrong complexity measurements, a
combination of the metrics leads to a good understanding of the complexity of
the business processes inspected.
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Activity 1

—►

A
Activity 2
—►
1
_______ ^

Activity n
)

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.1.: Measuring process complexity based on the NOA metric: the structure
of the processes is not considered, (a) a simple business process with a
NOA value of n (may become very large) (b) a complex business process
with a low NOA value of 5 (Source: [GL06], modified).

To identify business processes based on low-level monitoring information, the
processes have to be analyzed to see how this task can be performed and if
the complexity of this problem increases with the complexity of the business
processes.

Figure 3.1a shows a business process only consisting of a se

quence of activities. Given a set of n monitoring records, each record uniquely
associated with an activity, the process could be identified by identifying the
association between this monitoring information and the activities. While this
might not be a hard problem to solve, it becomes more difficult as the complex-
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Activity 3

Activity 4

►

Activity 5

Activity 6

Figure 3.2.: A workflow with a CFG = 8 (Source: [GL06], modified).
ity of the workflows increases, e.g. as indicated by a high CFG value: the more
complex the decision structures within a workflow are, the more complex the
execution traces produced when monitoring a workflow will be. For a high CFG
value, it is not sufficient to identify a simple sequence of activities. Instead, it is
required to pay attention to the multiple paths the execution flow of a workflow
can follow. For example, the execution flow of the business process shown in
Figure 3.1b can follow multiple paths and produces an individual monitoring
information trace for every executed path.
To be able to identify business processes based on low-level monitoring infor
mation, the execution of a process must produce sufficient monitoring informa
tion. In the easiest case, every activity is instrumented (see Figure 3.3) and it is
possible to identify the activities based on the monitoring information produced.
The problem of identifying workflows based on monitoring information can be
illustrated by a small example: in Figure 3.3, each activity contains exactly one
instrumentation point (e.g. IP 1.1) that produces a monitoring statement. If a
path of a workflow is executed, it produces a sequence of monitoring records,
i.e. if the upper most path in the upper workflow is executed, the sequence
of monitoring information is produced by the instrumentation points IP 1.1 and
IP 1.3. The upper workflow (WF1) consists of three execution paths that can
be represented by a concatenation of instrumentation points: Pn = /P1.1/P1.3,
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Figure 3.3.: Two fully instrumented workflows sharing an activity.
^12 = IP\aIP\,2lP\:^ and P13 = IP\ ilPxlP\

The lower workflow {WF2)

consists of the paths P21 = IP^aIPx^Pi.s and P22 = IP2.\JPrJPis- If only
one workflow path is executed at a time and there is no parallel execution, the
recorded monitoring statements for the execution of Pn can be schematically
displayed as shown in Figure 3.4. In this case the identification of the executed
workflow path and of the executed workflow is a trivial problem to solve. The

Monitoring record 1.3

Monitoring record 1.1
Figure 3.4.: Monitoring records produced by the execution of Pn.

identification problem becomes harder if multiple workflow paths are executed
at the same time, i.e. if the application is multi-threaded. In this case, the
recorded monitoring records are produced by multiple, concurrent executed
workflow paths and the identification of the executed paths by analyzing the
recorded monitoring records becomes harder. Figure 3.5 shows how a moni-
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toring database may look like after the parallel execution of workflow paths Pu,
Pi3 and P21. Because of the rich instrumentation of the modeled workflows, the
identification of these paths is still possible. In real world situations, the exama

Monitoring record 2.3
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1
i

Monitoring record 1.3
/\
Monitoring record X

Monitoring record 1.3
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Monitoring record X

\

;■;
/
/
\
/
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Monitoring record 1.1

/

\

J

✓*

Monitoring record 2.1
Monitoring record 1.1 '''
Figure 3.5.: Monitoring records produced by the execution of Pu, P13 and P21.

pie case shown up to here is not very likely. In many cases, not every activity is
instrumented in a way that allows the identification of the activity based on the
available monitoring information. Instead, only key activities are instrumented
in detail. For the example workflows shown in Figure 3.3, this could mean that
only a few of the activities are instrumented (see Figure 3.6). It is not possible
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Figure 3.6.: The workflows show in Figure 3.3 with reduced instrumentation.

to determine if only P was executed or if P12 and P were executed in parallel.
13

21

Figure 3.7 visualizes this with an example stack of monitoring records. In this
di

it

Monitoring record X ^ .. N/'.P21?
✓

%
Monitoring record 1.1

■■

; P,P

/ P12?

Figure 3.7.: Monitoring records produced either by the execution of /Vi or of the exe
cution of
and
in parallel.
P\2

P21

case, additional criteria such as a workflow instance id must be introduced to
separate the different execution paths in order to obtain a proper identification.
If this data can be found within the recorded monitoring information, it is pos
sible to associate the monitoring records with each other. An example of such
a criterion is an unique identifier (ID). If such data is created when a workflow
is invoked and is contained in the monitoring records of the invoked activities,
it is possible to associate the monitoring records with each other. The trace of
the associated records is the trace of the executed workflow (refer Figure 3.8).
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Monitoring record X
(ID = B)
Monitoring record 1.1
(ID = A)

I

Pi:

Figure 3.8.: Monitoring records containing an ID produced by the execution of Pyz and
P21 in parallel.
As described in Section 2.3, there exists a wide variety of ways in which mon
itoring information can be produced. Log4J (refer Section 2.3.1) is a widely
used instrumentation API. Listing 3.1 shows an instrumentation record pro
duced by a Log4J-instrumented activity. As presented in Section 2.3.1, such
a record contains various elements. Important attributes are timestamp to
order records by the time they occurred and thread to identify the thread that
was active when the record was produced. The message itself can be set ran
domly and since there is no rule for using unique identifiers (such as a workflow
instance id) for being able to identify the instrumentation points, is not a reliable
source for gaining information about the event context.

<log4j:event logger="WorkflowLogger" timestamp="1235644732286" level="INFO"
thread="main">
<log4 j:message><! [CDATA[[ORw0 7oOOB2RBOsuR]

activityl: invoked]]></log4j:message>

</log4 j:event>

Listing 3.1: A Log4J-Statement produced by an instrumented activity.

Thus, only two attributes remain for gathering reliable information about the
occurred event: timestamp and thread. Since the timestamp changes for
every event, this means that the criterion to distinguish the executed paths of
a workflow must be the thread-ID. This can be used as the workflow instance
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id. If the available instrumentation records are ordered by time and every path
is executed without switching between threads, it is possible to trace the exe
cuted workflow path. Using the thread to distinguish between execution flows,
the executed activities are constrained to be co-resident on the same platform.
Tracing a workflow across multiple, network accessible platforms requires a
unique workflow instance id which must be part of the message of a monitor
ing record, resulting in the need for a standardized message format such as
UniquelD: : randomMessageText. Because of adaptability, in the following
text it will be assumed that the executed activities are co-resident on the same
platform. This means that the attribute thread of the records can be used for
separating the execution paths of workflows.
When every activity is instrumented, the traces of a workflow within the moni
toring information increases with its complexity: the more complex a workflow
is, the more complex are its traces. Because of this, the complexity of the prob
lem of identifying workflows based on monitoring information increases with the
complexity of the relevant workflows up to a non-trivial problem. One possibility
for solving this problem is to use classification algorithms. As stated in Section
2.1, a classification problem exists when data must be separated into classes.
Adapted to this problem, workflows can be distinguished in classes, e.g. one
class per workflow or even one class per workflow path. The required data
are the available monitoring records. Using this mapping, the main problem of
this work can be defined as an identification problem. The machine learning
techniques considered in the first part of this work require a dedicated learn
ing phase in order to perform correct classifications and a suitable set of input
data during the operational phase. In this work, the goal is to be able to identify
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workflows which means that a suitable mapping of workflows to the input data
required for classification algorithms must be found. As the result of a classifi
cation algorithm is a statement as to which class the input data belongs to (with
a certain probability), it is required to create classes for workflows. Because
every workflow must be identified, a separate class for each workflow must be
created. With this, the outcome of a classification process directly points to
a workflow. Appropriate input data must also be created for each classifier.
As the available monitoring data is the basis of the workflow identification, the
feature vectors have to be extracted from this data. The extracted vectors are
needed for both phases of a classifier, training and operational. A labeled set
of feature vectors is required to create the training data. Creating this set man
ually is a time-intensive and error-prone task, especially when there is a large
number of workflows and a huge set of existing monitoring records. Therefore,
it is useful to create the training data automatically. Before the training process
of the classifiers has completed, it is not possible to perform a correct, compu
tational mapping between monitoring records and workflows. One possibility
to create training data is to analyze available workflow models and to create
synthetic training data.

3.2. Creation of training data
UML Activity Diagrams are usually created during the development process
of workflows. If not, they can be created afterwards using structural knowl
edge of these workflows.

Such diagrams provide a structural overview of

the represented workflow. One result of the PerManEntA-Project (see Sec-
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tion 2.4) is the possibility to associate workflow activities contained in UML
Activity Diagrams with instrumentation points (see Section 2.4.2). With this,
it is possible to determine which activity is instrumented and with which in
strumentation point it is associated. A workflow consists of a possibly large
number of paths and every path consists of at least one activity. There is no
upper bound for the maximum number of activities, which means that a path
may become very long. The single paths can be extracted from a workflow
and represent a sequence of activities (refer Figure 3.9 for an example). If

Activity 1.1

Activity 1.1

Activity 1.3

Activity 1.2

Activity 1.3

Activity 1.1

Ui

Activity 1.3
^ IP X

:Acirvjtyx::<^
Figure 3.9.: The instrumented workflow from Figure 3.3 split in its single paths.

at least one of the activities within a path is associated with an instrumenta
tion point, it is possible to represent this path by a vector of its instrumentation
points: Pi = [/Pi,i],P2 = [I PiaJ ^12]. P^ = [fPi.iJPx]- If these vectors are
not unique, they can be used to build up the training data for a classifier by us
ing each vector as a feature vector (see Definition 2.4). These feature vectors
can be associated with a unique class representing the workflow in order to
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build up a set of labeled training data without existing monitoring information
and without human interaction. By creating one class for each path a more
detailed analysis about the executed workflows is possible.
If a workflow contains iterations or activities executed in parallel, the creation
of feature vectors gets more complicated. An iteration within a workflow exists
if one or more activities are executed multiple times (see Section 2.2). There
are two ways in which workflows containing iterations can be instrumented
(see Figure 3.10). In the first case, none of the activities within the iteration
is instrumented. In the second case, at least one of the iterated activities is
instrumented. While the creation of a feature vector for the first case is not very
complicated (7T = [//T

^A.:^]), the second case represents a problem that

must be solved. If activity 3.2 is executed n times, the resulting feature vector

Figure 3.10.: Two instrumented workflows containing an iteration.

is A = [/P31./A.2-•••AA.2AA.3]- Feature vectors must have finite length so
n

times

one possibility is to only pay attention to exactly one iteration of the loop and
to ignore the remaining n - 1 iterations. This results in a feature vector of fixed
length. In this example, the feature vector becomes A = [/p3,i^^3.2, /A.3]The parallel case is very special as concurrent execution of activities must hap-
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pen in parallel executed threads or processes. As the thread-ID is identified for
separating the executed workflow paths and this ID changes in case of parallel
execution, it is not possible to create appropriate feature vectors for this case
(where paths would have to be separated using more than one ID). Indeed, this
is also possible if a thread-independent workflow instance id is used. Without
such an id, feature vectors can be created by only considering instrumentation
points outside the parallel executed activities (see Figure 3.11). The resulting
feature vector is /T = [^A.i, /T*! j]. The disadvantage of this technique is that
it might lead to the creation of duplicate feature vectors if multiple paths only
differ in their parallel elements (this is also the case when considering only one
iteration of a loop within a workflow).

Figure 3.11.: An instrumented workflow containing parallel executed activities.

For most classification algorithms, feature vectors are only allowed to consist of
numerical values. Because of this restriction, a numerical representation of in
strumentation points is required. The mapping between instrumentation points
and associated numerical values must be bijective (see Figure 3.12). With this,
it is possible to create numerical feature vectors representing vectors of instru
mentation points. In order to perform a clear mapping between workflows or
single paths and classes, a mapping comparable to that between instrumenta
tion points and their numerical representation must be performed (see Figure
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Figure 3.12.: Bijective mapping between instrumentation points and numerical values:
(a) A bijective mapping between instrumentation points and numerical
values (b) The mapping from (a) pointing from the numerical values to
the instrumentation points.

3.13). Using such a mapping,

P12

= /Pi 1/P12//V3 can be represented by

► Pi

I
/

12-

P

IS

P,.-,

IS

(b)
Figure 3.13.: Bijective mapping between workflow paths and numerical values in both
directions: (a) A bijective mapping between workflow paths and numeri
cal values (b) The mapping from (a) pointing from the numerical values
to the workflow paths.

P12 = {1,2,3} and the complete feature vector needed for training a classifier

can be represented as

=

{1,2,3,12}. With this mapping, it is possible to

generate synthetic training data by parsing the available workflow models, by
separating the single paths and by identifying the instrumented activities. After
the data generation, the identified instrumentation points are associated with
unique numerical values and the resulting feature vectors are used for training
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the classifiers.

3.2.1. Creation of feature vectors during the classification
process
For successful classification, feature vectors, similar to the training phase, must
be generated during the classification phase. When inspecting the available
attributes within a Log4J monitoring record, no data can be used to uniquely
identify the instrumentation point that produced the record. As described, the
attribute thread can be used for separating the executed workflow paths when
they are executed co-resident on the same platform. Since there is no other
information allowing the identification of an instrumentation point, this infor
mation must be created within a monitoring record. This can be performed by
using the content of the element message since this value can be randomly set
by the programmers of an application. In case of legacy applications where the
content of the messages cannot be changed, this approach only works if the
message already provides sufficient information for identifying the associated
instrumentation point. To enable a machine-based evaluation of the message,
a message format should be prescribed. The RawResuitReader (see Section
2.4.1) already implements this functionality. It defines a regular expression for
the message of a monitoring record which allows the identification of instru
mentation points associated with the monitoring records being analyzed. Be
cause the RawResuitReader requires information about instrumentation points
stored within a special repository, this repository must exist and it must contain
the necessary information. With this repository, it is possible to read a stream
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of monitoring data and to identify the instrumentation points associated with
the monitoring statements.
Since the executed workflow paths can be distinguished by a given ID within a
monitoring record and the associated instrumentation points can be identified,
feature vectors can be created for presentation to the classifiers. To order the
elements of the feature vectors correctly, the timestamp attribute of a moni
toring record can be used: When using the thread-ID to separate the workflowpaths from each other, attention must be paid to the fact that thread-IDs can be
reused. This reuse means that multiple workflows are executed within a sin
gle thread sequentially. Identifying the position within the analyzed monitoring
data is necessary when one workflow ends and another workflow is invoked
using the same thread-ID. This identification can be accomplished in several
ways. One possibility is to analyze the models of all known workflows and to
identify the last instrumentation point within each workflow path. If this point is
visited, the corresponding feature vector can be created. This method bears a
non-trivial problem. If one workflow is nested within another workflow, it is very
hard to decide if a path has reached its end or if it still continues (refer Figure
3.14). This case requires a very complex analysis of the runtime behavior of
the watched workflows to state if the feature vector is to be P = [/P5.1./P5.2]
or P = [/Pr, 1,/P52,/P6,2]- While this may not be a hard challenge if only a
few workflows are executed, it becomes more complicated if a large number of
workflows is executed concurrently and also if the executed workflows are of
high complexity.
Another possibility is to introduce a special instrumentation point called prein

voke, although this is not possible when analyzing legacy workflows. The mon-
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Figure 3.14.: The upper workflow (Workflow A) can be executed directly or can be
nested within the other workflow.

itoring record produced by this point marks the invocation of a workflow and
therefore separates the executed paths and can be used as an indicator for a
re-used thread-ID (refer Figure 3.15). With this, workflow A from Figure 3.14

Workflow A
P 5.1/^

PI

Activity 5.1

Activity 5.3

r

f

•H
^^p PI

P 5.2^

Activity 5.2

Activity 6.1

—►

Workflow A

V

—►

Activity 6.3
V

Figure 3.15.: The upper workflow (Workflow A) can be executed directly or can be
nested within the other workflow. Here, a special instrumentation point
(PI, preinvoke) is introduced.

is not represented by the instrumentation point sequence P
instead, it is represented by P =

[IPpj. IP^.i. IP5.2]-

[IPs.iJP5.2]',

The lower workflow is

represented by P = [/Pp/,/P5.1,/P52,/P6.2]- This representation allows the
identification of the invocation of a newly executed workflow and therefore the
workflows can be distinguished by watching the ID and by reacting to monitor
ing records pointing to the preinvoke instrumentation point.
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Each of the classification algorithms described in the first part of this work has
its own advantages and disadvantages (see Section 2.1.4). While a decision
tree can be used if all workflow paths can be clearly distinguished by their
feature vectors, it might lead to wrong classification results if duplicate feature
vectors exist. For example, this happens when business processes contain
paths with parallel executed activities when the instrumentation points within
these activities are ignored. Depending on the training phase, an artificial neu
ral network can be used to calculate the probability as to which workflow the
input data points to, even if the input data is unknown. Recall that the clas
sification result of an ANN is represented by the output of its output neurons.
One possibility for training an ANN is to associate every input pattern pointing
to a specific workflow or path with a unique output pattern resulting in WF1
(see Figure 3.3) being associated with the output pattern {1,0} and WF2 be
ing associated with the output pattern {(), 1). If the outcome of an appropriately
trained ANN was {i.O}, it would point to WF1. As ANNs only classify with a
certain probability, the output pointing to WF1 would look slightly different, e.g.

{0.96.0.01} which can be interpreted as the input pattern matches WF1 with a
probability of 96 percent. When an unknown pattern is classified, a possible
result could be {0.63,0.49}. Even if this result indicates a high error, it could be
assumed that the input pattern belongs to an “unknown” branch of WF1, i.e.
the branch has not been part of the training data or that WF2 was identified
with a probability of 49 percent; this points to a high classification error. Sup
port Vector Machines can also be used to detect possible errors or “unknown”
branches, depending on the type of the SVM (see 2.1.4). Due to the differ
ent techniques behind the different classification algorithms, the results of an
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incorrect classification can be interpreted differently. Because a decision tree
does not provide a possibility for estimating if a classification error exists and
might lead to wrong results, it could be combined with an ANN of SVM. If an
ensemble of different classifiers provides different results for the same input
data, the occurrence of an error is likely.

3.3. Results
Metrics comparable to software complexity metrics can be used for describ
ing the complexity of business processes (see Section 3.1, especially Table
3.1). The problem of identifying even simple and small workflows can vary
from being trivial to complex, depending on the level of concurrency within the
monitored application: without concurrency the problem is easier to solve than
with concurrency. This is the case even if every activity within the workflows is
instrumented. It has been pointed out that such a full instrumentation is very
unlikely in real-world situations; usually only the key activities within a business
process are instrumented. In such a case an additional criteria such as a workflow instance id has to be introduced in order to be able to distinguish the paths
of the executed workflows within the monitoring records. While there exists a
wide variety of possibilities for the creation of monitoring information, Log4J
was analyzed and the attributes timestamp and thread where identified as
a reliable source for gathering information about event contexts, thread has
been chosen as workflow instance id.
The complexity of the identification problem grows with the complexity of the
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business processes and therefore with the complexity of the monitoring infor
mation. In order to map the challenge of this work to an identification problem,
it has been shown that workflows can be distinguished into classes suitable
for classification algorithms. In Section 3.2, the creation of training data for
such algorithms has been shown. This task can be performed by parsing UML
Activity Diagrams of the workflows. The section also explains that the creation
of a numerical representation of instrumentation points is required and that
this representation has to be bijective. For successful classification, the same
mapping must be used during the classification process (see Section 3.2.1).
In the case of a reused workflow instance id (in case of Log4J this could be

thread) and in order to distinguish workflows using the same id, one possibil
ity is to introduce a special instrumentation point (preinvoke). This instrumen
tation point labels the invocation of a workflow within the monitoring data. It
has also been pointed out that each classification algorithm has its own advan
tages and disadvantages which have to be respected by the design rules.

3.4. Design rules
As different classification algorithms may provide different results for the same
input patterns, it is useful to involve multiple classification algorithms in the
task of identifying workflows based on low-level monitoring information. These
classifiers must be presented with the same input data and it must be possible
to compare the specific results. Workflow models can be used to generate
synthetic training data when the models are associated with instrumentation
points and the available monitoring information must be associated with known
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instrumentation points. Because of these facts, the following design rules are
defined:
• The monitoring data will be produced by Log4J and analyzed using the
RawResultReader (see Section 2.4.1).
• Workflow-Editor (see Section 2.4.2) will be used for analyzing workflows
and for creating a mapping between workflows and instrumentation points.
• Multiple classification algorithms will be used and compared in the eval
uation part of this work.
• As multiple aspects must be considered to reach the goal of this work and
multiple components have to be included, a framework will be developed.
This will provide the required flexibility regarding the input data (monitor
ing records and workflow diagrams) and the classifiers to be used.
• Classifiers operate in two different phases (training and operational). The
framework is designed so that the training phase terminates before the
operational phase is allowed to start.
• The framework will provide a mechanism to allow its usage by different
components. This enhances the range of application.
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In this chapter, the framework and the resulting system as a whole are de
scribed. In Section 4.1, an overview of the architecture of the framework is
given. In Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, the individual components of the frame
work are designed in detail. Finally, in Section 4.5, the interaction of these
components is presented.

4.1. Overall architecture
Based on the results of the analysis performed in Chapter 3, the overall archi
tecture of the framework and of the resulting system can be created as follows
(see Figure 4.1). The framework can be divided into three parts: Wfldentlmporter, WfIdentCore and the classification algorithms. The purpose of Wfldentlmporter is to import the models of the workflows to be identified. Because
of this, the workflow models serve as knowledge base for the workflow iden
tification. It also receives information about the instrumentation points visited.
The preprocessed information is forwarded to WfIdentCore, which distributes
this information to each connected classification algorithm. WfIdentCore also
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workflow identification framework

Figure 4.1.: Overall architecture of the framework and of the resulting system,
receives the classification results.

4.2. WfIdentCore
WfIdentCore contains the interfaces and abstract classes that are extended
within the other modules.

By design, WfIdentCore also contains a set of

exception classes that can be instantiated and thrown during the classifica
tion process. The interface ICIassifier (see Figure 4.3) defines the methods
each classification algorithm implementation must provide: train sends the
training information to the classifier and classify presents a set of input
data that must be classified based on the training data presented previously;

addobserver adds an observer that has to be notified about classification re
sults. The abstract class Abstractciassif ier (see Figure 4.2) implements
this interface and is intended to be extended by classifiers. This class contains
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the list of observers which is maintained by the method addobserver.

The

AbstractClassifier
=^final, transient:?: objOtser.’erList List< 1-?Observer>=new ArrayList<Observer>()
:^transient:: bFeatureSelection boc!ean=true
setUseFeatureSelectionResultiin bUse bcolean);void

Figure 4.2.: Class diagram AbstractClassifier.

'"interface >

(Classifier
(from de::fti_wiesbaden::cs:;vs::permanenta::wfKientification::interfaces)

train(in arrlnput Stringf*} in arrDesiredOutput Strinc[T. in arrSelectedFeatures in([*]. double
classifyiin arrCata Strin9[*l in objIDMarker Object[‘] in arrSelectedFeatures int['}: void
addObser.'enin objOtserver Observer- void
•Q>

getDescriptioni String

Figure 4.3.: Class diagram ICIassifier.

interface iinstrPointRepository defines methods for analyzing workflow
models and for gathering information about the analyzed models (see Figure
4.4). Classes implementing this interface are intended to parse workflow mod
els within the method parseModel. This method accepts a file containing the
EMF model of a workflow as input parameter. The methods getPointiD,
get Instrument at ionPoint and getwfPointiD deliver the IDs of instru
mentation points and workflow points. These IDs are created during the pro
cessing of parseModel and are designed to be used during the classification
process. parseModel returns an instance of Workflow (see Figure 4.5). In
stances of this class represent a workflow by providing a name (which does
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Figure 4.4.: Class diagram IlnstrPointRepository.

not have to be unique) and by a list of its paths. Each of these paths is as
sociated with an ID and consists of a list of WorkflowElement. Instances
of WorkflowElement only contain the ID of an instrumentation point. Us
ing this list, a workflow path is represented by the list of the instrumentation
point on the path. The class AbstractStreamObserver (see Figure 4.6)
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Figure 4.5.: Class diagram Workflow.

implements java .util .observer and provides the basic structure for ob
serving a stream of monitoring information in order to identify the workflows
performed. Instances of this class are supposed to be notified if new infor
mation is read from the input stream. In its constructor, this class accepts
an instance of IlnstrPointRepository for gaining information about in
strumentation points contained in the streamed monitoring information. The
method addClassifier adds instances of IClassif ier to the list of clas-
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sification algorithms while getciassifier returns this list.

The methods

start, stop, reset and performClassification are intended to man
age the classification process.
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Figure 4.6.: Class diagram AbstractStreamObserver.

The class ClassificationWorker (see Figure 4.7) implements java. lang

.Runnable and can be instantiated to perform the classification of a set of in
strumentation points asynchronously. The constructor of this class accepts the
list of classifiers to be used and an array of instrumentation point IDs to be clas
sified. It also accepts an instance of iciassificationParent. This inter
face defines the method workerFinished which is invoked when an instance
of ClassificationWorker has finished its operations. An extra thread is
created in run for each classifier, and each instance of iciassifier is
requested to perform the classification.

iciassificationEvents is an

other interface declared in WfIdentCore. This interface defines the method
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Figure 4.7.: Class diagram ClassificationWorker.
classificationFinished which must be invoked when the classification
process terminates.

4.3. Wfidentimporter
As analyzed in Chapter 3, the process of identifying workflows based on lowlevel monitoring information requires two basic steps: the analysis of the given
workflow models and the mapping of monitoring information to instrumenta
tion points. Wfidentimporter is divided into two parts. The workflow model

Figure 4.8.: Architecture of the component Wfidentimporter.
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analysis uses the workflow editor (see Section 2.4.2) to analyze the avail
able workflow models. The monitoring records analysis uses the RawResultReader (see Section 2.4.1) to analyze the monitoring records; it also uses
the workflow model analysis to map the analyzed monitoring records to the
known instrumentation points. This information is then propagated to WfldentCore. Multiple classes are designed to implement this component. The classes
building up the monitoring records analysis are contained within the package
de.fh_wiesbaden.cs.vs.permanenta.wfidentification.rrreader

while the classes of the workflow model analysis are contained in
de.fh_wiesbaden.cs.vs.permanenta.wfidentification.rrreader
. emfwfimport. The creation of a representation of a single workflow ele

ment, like the class WfElement is designed (see Figure 4.9), is required to
build up the model of a workflow. The fields objWFPoint and objWFPart
WfElement
gl
gl

=:':transient5--- strInstrPoIntID String=null
'final transient>> objWFPoint WFPoint
<<^inal tran5ient.-=> ObjWFPart WorkflowPart
<^rinal transient>> nID int
constructor?> WfElement(in objPoint WFPoint in objPart WorkflowPart in nElementID int)
getInstrumentationPointIDO String
setlnstrumentationPointlDun strPointID String) void
getWFPointO WFPoint
getWFPartO WorkflowPad

v> getlD()int

Figure 4.9.: Class diagram WfElement.

are used to associate the represented element with the internal model of the
workflow editor. Apart from its own numeric ID (niD), each instance contains
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the ID of the instrumentation point it is associated with (strinstrPointiD).
The single workflow elements are used to represent a workflow (or a workflow
path) and these are instances of the class Workflow (see Figure 4.10). Each

Workflow
fli

<<final transient>> strName String
<<final transient>i strFilename String
<<final transient?- objElements LinkedList<Tl->WfElement>=new LjnkeclList<V'VfElement>()
^constructor:-? Workflow(in strWffJame String in strDiagramtite String)
setWfElements(in objWfElements LinkeclList<T1 ->WfEiement>) void
getNameO Stnng

^ getFilenameO String
O getElementsO LinkedList<Tl->WfElement>

Figure 4.10.: Class diagram Workflow.

instance of Workflow contains the name of the workflow and the name of the
file containing the EMF model of the workflow. The main purpose of this class
is to hold a list of the elements the workflow consists of (objElements). Be
cause this list is realized as a linked list, the ordering of the contained elements
is guaranteed. Each instance of this class contains only one linked list, which
means that each instance represents only a single path within a workflow or a
workflow with only one single path. If a workflow contains multiple paths, mul
tiple instances of Workflow have to be created - one for each path. Because
every model file contains only one workflow, the association between multi
ple instances of this class and the whole workflow is created by the contained
filename.
The class EMFWf input Source (see Figure 4.11) reads a workflow model
from a file and creates instances of Workflow for each identified path. The
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Figure 4.11.: Class diagram EMFWfInputSource.

process of analyzing a workflow starts by invoking the method perform. This
method analyzes a workflow by following the execution flow until all elements
are processed and the end of the workflow is reached. The identified paths are
stored twice: ob jPaths contains the paths using the model of the Workflow
Editor and ob jPathPoints is a list of linked lists containing the workflow ele
ments represented by instances of wfElement. Each instrumentation point is
associated with an ID; this mapping is contained in objiPiDTable. The re
verse mapping is stored in ob jiDiPTable. Because the IDs must be unique,
EMFWfInputSource is designed as a singleton and nCurrentindex is used
for ID creation. The identified paths can be found by the method getPaths
Because it might also be interesting to have a view of the workflow by
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only watching the instrumentation points, getiPChains delivers the workflow paths as lists of instrumentation point IDs. This class is the most impor
tant class for analyzing workflows, and it has a central role in the component
WfIdentImporter.

The class Repository (see Figure 4.12)
iinstrPointRepository

and

implements the interface

is designed to

use an

instance of

EMFWf Input Source to gain information about the workflow to be analyzed

and to hold information about all analyzed workflows. Analyzing workflows
is intended to happen in the method parseModel which returns informa
tion about the relevant workflow as an instance of Workflow (see Figure
4.5). The information gained by this method can be used to request informa
tion about the analyzed workflows (methods getPointiD, getwfPointiD
and getinstrumentationPoint). Because instances of this class main
tain a list of IDs, this class is designed as a singleton. With this, duplicate
IDs can be avoided. RRReader (see Figure 4.13) extends the abstract class
Abstract St reamObserver, implements an adapter for the RawResultReader

(refer Subsection 2.4.1) and retrieves the information required during the clas
sification phase. To enable this, the RRReader constructor accepts an input
stream delivering the monitoring information and a file containing the reposi
tory of known instrumentation points (see Section 2.4.1). It also accepts an
instance of IinstrPointRepository to gather information about the iden
tified instrumentation points and an instance of iciassificationEvents
which will be notified if an event occurs during the classification phase. The
classification process is started by invoking method start and stopped by
method stop. When the RawResultReader identifies an instrumentation point
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Figure 4.12.: Class diagram Repository.
within the stream of monitoring information, RRReader is notified by invoking
the method update (RRReader is an observer of the RawResultReader). If
the classification phase has to be stopped or if the RawResultReader has fin
ished analyzing the monitoring information, the remaining (unclassified) instru
mentation

points

can

be

classified

by

invoking

the

method

performClassification. This method is designed to try to classify all
unprocessed information regarding instrumentation points. For performance
reasons, the classification process is designed to happen asynchronously in in
stances of class classificationWorker. When such a worker returns, the
method

workerFinished

is

invoked

IClassif icationEvents is notified.

and
In

the

given

RRReader,

instance

of

instances

of

PathProperties and WorkflowDescription are created and associated
with classification results. While WorkflowDescription is intended to pro-
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Figure 4.13.: Class diagram RRReader.

vide end-user information regarding workflows, PathProperties contains
the timestamps about the instrumentation points within a workflow which are
visited visited first and last. With these timestamps, information regarding the
execution time of a workflow path can be derived. The method checkClientiD
is invoked from within update and checks if a workflow path seems to have
reached its end. As discussed in Chapter 3, the thread-ID can be used to dis
tinguish the executed paths of a workflow. Because of this, it is assumed that
a workflow path has reached its end if its associated thread-ID is reused.

4.4. Classification algorithms
Because already existing libraries containing classification algorithms are used,
every implemented classification algorithm consists of only one class extending
Abstractciassifier. JooneANN (see Figure 4.14) implements an artificial
neural network based on the Joone-Framework^ This framework provides a
'http://sourceforge.net/projects/joone/
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core engine for the creation, training and usage of artificial neural networks.
In the constructor, JooneANN accepts two parameters important for the train-

JooneANN
•=<transient:s ob)ANN fieuralNet
<^<final irans'ent— nMaxEpochs int
1

—final transient^: dStopRMSE double
final transient>= bAsync boolean

0^

^-transient-^ nlnputNeurons ini

gl

■=- final, transient>-= LOGGER LccQer=LoQQer.QetLoQQeriJooneANN class.
-cconstructor^j JooneANNiin nEpochs ml in dRMSE double, in bRunAsync boolean,

y
•

-isynchronipea— classifyiin arrCata Strinc[**] in objlDMarker Object[*] in arrSelectedFeatures int[*]>:vcid
=:synchronized'^ trainiin arrlnput String^ in arrCesiredOutput String!*] in arrSelectedFeatures int[*]i double
createANNiin arrTmpInpul double[*}[*] in arrTmpOutput.double[*)[*] in arrLayers int[*]; double

O

getCescriptioni,: String

Figure 4.14.: Class diagram JooneANN.

ing phase of this classifier: nEpochs and dRMSE. dRMSE is the maximum
number of cycles the network should be trained and dRMSE is the maximum
acceptable error of the network, e.g. a value of 0.05 would mean that only
5% are allowed as the maximum error of the network. The neural network
is created in train, and the training samples are presented to the network
until either dRMSE or nEpochs is reached. The network itself is created in
createANN, which is invoked from within train. The important parameters
for train are arrlnput and arrDesiredOutput. arrlnput contains the
training samples while arrDesiredOutput contains the correct output for
each training sample. The classification itself is performed by invoking the
method classify, the data to be classified is contained within the parameter
arrData.
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JaDtiDecTree (see Figure 4.15) is based on jaDTi^ and implements a de
cision tree classifier.

Because every classifier shares the same base, the

JaDtiDecTree
g1

---<transient>.= objTree DecisicnTree=null

g i

•:<transient> - nNumberOfAttributes int=0
- ^ final, transient>> LOGGER LoQGer=LoQQer.QetLoQQert'Ja[}tiDecTree.class i

'
O
•

^<constructor:= = JaDtiDecTreei
getTreei VDecisionTree
classifyiin arrCata StnngtT in objICMarker;Object[*] in arrSeiectedFeatures int[*]... oid
getCescriptioni : String
trainiin arrlnput:String[*l in arrCesiredOutput StringH, in arrSeiectedFeatures

m

double

buildCBHeadenin nNumberOf'/alues int. in objBuffer StringBufferxvoid

Figure 4.15.: Class diagram JaDtiDecTree.

structure looks similar to JooneANN. One specialty of this classifier is that
jaDTi requires a special input format for the data. The transformation of the
input data presented to train and classify happens in the private method
buildDBHeader. The data built up in this method is used to present the
generic input data coming from wf identCore to the decision tree classifier.
A special class coming with this classifier is Producer. This class is designed
to create a representation of the created decision tree which can be visualized
using Graphviz^, a graph visualization software. This can be useful for the
understanding of this classifier.
LibsVMClassif ier (see Figure 4.16) implements a support vector machine
^http://www.run. montefiore.ulg.ac.be/ francois/software/jaDTi/
^ http://www.grap hviz.org/
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classifier based on LIBSVM"^, a library for support vector machines. As alMU

LibSVMCIassifier
gl

<-= final, transient - objParameter svm_parameter

Q 1

<<tran5ient- - objWodel svm_model

g"]

<^finai transient: : objClassMap F.1ap<'^1-:|nteger,T2-:String>=new HashMap<lnteger. String>()

g'l

:<.final transients: LOGGER:LoQQer=LoQQer.QetLoQQerfLibSVMCIassifier.classi

^

<•: constructor?: LitSVMCIassifieri,:
classify)in arrCata £tring[*], in objIDMarker Object[*] in arrSelectedPeatures int[*]:- void
getDescriptioni) String

o

trainon arrlnput:String[*l in arrCesiredOutput StringH in arrSelectedPeatures intHtdouble

v>

getModeh

svm_model

Figure 4.16.: Class diagram LibSVMCIassifier.

ready described for the classes JooneANN and JaDtiDecTree, the training of
this classifier must happen within train and the classification happens within
classify. The field ob jModel contains the model of the SVM created dur
ing the training phase. This model can be saved using the method save of

ModelSaver
0l

:<final. transient:? LOGGER LcGcer=Loqqer.QetLoqQeriModelSaver.class;
<■= constructor:: ModelSaver!

-.y

saveiin obiModel.svm model, in strPilename Strinc, boolean

Figure 4.17.: Class diagram ModelSaver.

class ModelSaver (see Figure 4.17), which allows the archiving and reuse of

^http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
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the created SVM. This can be useful if it is required to use the same SVM at
different places.

4.5. Interaction of components
Figure 4.18 shows the interaction of the components WFIdentCore, Wfldentlmporter and the classification algorithms when classifying a set of instrumenta
tion points. After RRReader is triggered by the RawResultReader by invoking

Figure 4.18.: Interaction of WfIdentCore, Wfidentimporter and of the classification al
gorithms.

update, checkClientiD decides that a workflow path seems to be com
plete. Now, an instance of classif icationWorker is created and executed.
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This worker creates an extra thread for each known instance of iciassif ier
and invokes the method classify for each classifier.

Each classifier re

turn the classification results to classificationWorker. After all newly
created threads have joined, classificationWorker invokes the method

workerFinished from RRReader and submits the classification results. Fi
nally RRReader

notifies its observers

classificationFinished.
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5. Implementation
This chapter contains information about the implementation details of the frame
work (see Section 5.1) and demonstrates how the framework is used (see Sec
tion 5.2). The creation of example workflows and the implementation details
are presented in Section 5.3.

5.1. Implementation Details
The framework is entirely implemented using Java 6 and developed to operate
on Windows and Linux. The development environment used is Eclipse 3.3.
For organizing the classes into packages, the following prefix was chosen: de
. fh_wiesbaden. cs. vs. The implemented classes are contained within sub
packages.
As designed in Section 4.1, the framework consists of multiple modules. Each
classification algorithm was implemented in a separate module: WfIdentANN
is based on the Joone-Framework, WfIdentSVM is based on LIBSVM and Wfl-

dentDT is based on jaDTI. Table 5.1 shows the implementation effort for in
tegrating these libraries into the framework. For this, the lines-of-code metric
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(LOG) is used.

Table 5.1.: Implementation effort for the classification algorithms in lines-of-code
(LOG).
Module
WfIdentANN
WfIdentSVM
WfIdentSVM
WfIdentDT
WfIdentDT

Class
JooneANN
LibSVMGIassifier
ModelSaver
JaDtiDecTree
Producer

Total number of LOG

LOG
148
142
22
172
49
533

The classes for each classification module are logically partitioned in separate
packages: the classes of module WfIdentANN are contained in the package
permanenta . wfidentification . classifier . ann, the classes of WfldentSVM are contained within package permanenta. wf identification.
classifier. svm and the classes of WfIdentDT are contained in the package
permanenta.wfidentification.classifier.dectree.
WfIdentCore

is

organized

in

sub-packages

of

permanenta.

wfidentification. The package hierarchy and the LOG for each class
is presented in Table 5.2.
The implementation effort for module Wfidentimporter is presented in Table
5.3.

Each

class

is

contained

in

sub-packages

of permanenta.

wfidentification.rrreader.
The main implementation effort was put into Wfidentimporter. This is because
it is very implementation intensive to read a model of a workflow and to convert
this model into a format suitable for further processing. This task is performed
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Table 5.2.: Package hierarchy of WfIdentCore, the prefix for each sub-package is permanenta.wfidentification. The implementation effort is given in lines-ofcode (LOG).
Sub-package

exceptions
exceptions
exceptions
interfaces
interfaces
interfaces
utility

Class
AbstractClassifier
AbstractStreamObserver
ClassificationWorker
ICIassificationEvents
ICIassificationParent
Result
Workflow
WorkflowElement
ClassificationException
SelectionException
TrainingException
ICIassifier
IFeatureSelector
IlnstrPointRepository
Utility

LOG
14
46
58
4
4
32
22
10
7
10
4
14
7
9
72
313

Total number of LOG

Table 5.3.: Package hierarchy of Wfidentimporter, the prefix for each sub-package is
permanenta.wfidentification.rrreader. The implementation effort is given in
lines-of-code (LOG).
Sub-package

emfwfimport
emfwfimport
emfwfimport
test

Glass
PathProperties
Repository
RRReader
Runit
WorkflowDescription
EMFWfInputSource
WfElement
Workflow
Example

LOG
17
67
198
233
16
425
30
25
222
1233

Total number of LOG
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within classes EMFWf input Source and RRReader. The classification mod
ules are mainly wrapper for invoking the used libraries. This shows that the
framework allows third-party classification algorithms to be bound with little
programming effort.
The programming effort required to bind a third-party classification algorithm
is illustrated by the example of how to train a SVM provided by LibSVM (see
Listing 5.1). This code sample is extracted from class LibsVMClassifier.
After transforming the feature vectors received from the framework (lines 1 10), an instance of svm_probiem (a class belonging to LibSVM) is created
(lines 13-25) in order to represent the problem. After validating the created
problem description (line 28), the SVM is trained (line 34).

//assembles the data structure needed for training
for (int i = 0; i < arrTmpInput.length;

i++)

{

final svm^node[] arrTmp = new svin_node[arrTmpInput[i].length]
for (int j = 0;

j < arrTmpInput[i] .length;

j* O

arrTmp[j] = new svm node();
arrTmp[j].index = j;
arrTmp[j].value = arrTmpInput[i][j];
)

objNodes.add(arrTmp);

//accessing LibSVM
final svm problem objProblem = new svm_problem()
objProblem.l = arrTmpInput.length;
objProblem.X = new svm„node[objProblem.1][];
objProblem.y = new double[objProblem.1];
for (int i = 0; i < objProblem.l; i++)

(

objProblem.X[i] = objNodes.get(i);
)

for (int i = 0; i < objProblem.l; i++)

{
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objProblem.y[i] = i;
}

if (this . ob jParameter . gaunma == 0 )

{

this.objParameter.gamma = 1.0 /

(arrTmpInput.length - 1)

//validates the problem description
final String str = svm.svm_check_parameter(objProblem, this.objParameter)
if

(str 1= null)

|

LOGGER.error("Error checking parameter:

" + str) ;

return 0;

this.objModel = svm.svm train(objProblem, this.objParameter);

Listing 5.1: Training a SVM provided by LibSVM (extract from LibSVMCIassifier).

5.2. Usage of the Framework
An example of how to use the implemented framework is presented within
the class de . fh_wiesbaden . cs . vs . permanenta . wf identification .
rrreader .test .Example. The first Step is to present the required input
data to the framework (see Listing 5.2). After setting the stream of monitoring
information that has to be parsed (line 2), the location of the instrumentation
repository is set (line 5) and the files containing the models of the workflows
that have to be identified based on the monitoring information collected are
presented to the framework (lines 8-16).
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//the log stream to be parsed
final InputStreeun objInStream = new FileInputStream(new File("example/log.xml"));

//the instrumentation repository
final File objRepo = new File("example/.instrumentation");

//the workflows to be identified
final List<WorkflowDescription> objWorkflows = new ArrayList-WorkflowDescription>()
objWorkflows.add(new WorkflowDescription("Upper",
new File("example/workflows/upper.workflow")) );
objWorkflows.add(new WorkflowDescription("Lower",
new File("example/workflows/lower.workflow") ) ) ;
objWorkflows.add(new WorkflowDescription("Loop",
new File("example/workflows/loopWF.workflow")));
objWorkflows.add(new WorkflowDescription("Parallel",
new File("example/workflows/parallelWF.workflow")));

Listing 5.2: Presenting the input data to the framework (extract from Example).

After this initial step, an instance of class Runit is created for accessing
the framework functionality (see Listing 5.3). Here, the current instance of
Example is set to be notified about framework events (line 2) and the debug
mode of the framework is set and configured (line 3).

this.objRun = new Runit(objInStream, objRepo, objWorkflows)
objRun.addInterestedInEvents(this);
objRun.setDebug(Example.bDEBUG);

Listing 5.3: Accessing and configuring the framework (extract from Example).

After instantiating the decision tree classifier (see Listing 5.4, lines 1 - 4) and
the SVM classifier (lines 6 - 9), the framework is trained (lines 11 - 12) and the
identification phase is started (lines 14 - 15).
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//decision tree classifier
final JaDtiDecTree objDecTree = new JaDtiDecTreeO;
objDecTree.addObserver(this);
objRun.addClassifier(objDecTree);

//support vector machine
final LibSVMClassifier objSVM = new LibSVMClassifier()
objSVM.addObserver(this);
objRun.addClassifier(objSVM);

//training phase
this.objAssociations = objRun.prepare(0.005,

5, true);

//identification phase
objRun.run ();

Listing 5.4: Registering classifiers an(d starting the training and the identification
phase (extract from Example).

After the classification phase terminates, the framework can be forced to clas
sify the remaining (not classified) monitoring records (see Listing 5.5).

//after no new monitoring records are parsed / received
objRun.classifyRemaining();

Listing 5.5: Classifying the remaining monitoring records (extract from Example).

By implementing the update () method, Example receives classification re
sults. It is possible to print some debug information about the classification
results (see Listing 5.6, lines 1-16) and to match the classification result with
the workflow models (lines 18 - 19).
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(feature vector):" » objResult.getRelatedData())

System.out.print("instrumentation points:

");

for (final String str
: this.objRun.getinstrumentationPointsForFeatureVector(
objResult.getRelatedData()))

{

System.out.print(str + ";");
)

System.out.println ();

System.out.print ( "workflow points: ");
for

(final String str
: this.objRun.getWfPointsForFeatureVector(objResult.getRelatedData()))

(

System.out.print(str + " ; ") ;
)

System.out.println() ;

System.out.println("Result:"

• objResult.getResults());

this.findWorkflow(objResult.getResults());

Listing 5.6: Printing (debug information about classification results an(d matching the
classification results (extract from Example).

The classification result is associated with a workflow by using the helper
method findWorkflow () of Example (see Listing 5.7). This method com
pares the classification result to the results of the training phase (line 32) and
outputs the matching workflow to the console (lines 33 - 34).

associates the classification result with a workflow

* @param strResult identifies the workflow to be found
*/
private void findWorkflow(final String strResult)
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7

final double dMinAccuracy = 0.95;

8

final double[] arrTmp = this.stringArrToDoubleArr(strResult)

9
10

int nCandidates = 0;

11

for (final double dTmp

12

arrTmp)

if (dTmp >= dMinAccuracy)

13

(

{

nCandidates + +;

14
15
16
17

if (nCandidates >1)

{

18

System, out .println { "To many candidates !! I "jz-

19

return;

20
21

22

if (nCandidates == 1)

(

23

String strTmpResult = "";

24

for

25

(int i = 0; i < arrTmp. length;

i<^+)

if

(

26

(arrTmp[i]

>= dMinAccuracy)

(

StrTmpResult += "1.0;";

27

) else {

28

StrTmpResult += "0.0;";

29
30
31
32

final WorkflowDescription objWfDesc - this.objAssociations.get(strTmpResult)

33

System, out .println (" Identified worlcflow:

34

System.out.println("Model file:

"

* objWfDesc.getName());

" + objWfDesc.getModelFile());

35
36

return;

37
38
39

Systen.out.println("No identification possible: " + strResult);

40

return;

41

Listing 5.7: Helper method findWorkflow() (extract from Example).
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5.3. Generation of example data
A workflow generator was implemented to test the framework. This generator
allows the user to create EMF models of workflows and to produce monitoring
information as it might have been produced by invoking the generated workflows. With these synthetic workflows, the presence of real-world workflows
and therefore of real-world workflow management systems is not needed. The
implemented identification framework is able to read the data produced and
can be used to identify the synthetic workflows.
The workflow generation process starts with a small and simple workflow con
sisting of a start element, a single activity and of the stop element of the workflow. During the generation process, the activities of the workflow to be gener
ated are recursively replaced by more advanced workflow modules. The most
primitive replacement is to replace a single activity with a sequence of activities
(see Figure 5.1). This replacement extends the workflow path the original activ-

Activity

1
Activity

Activity

Figure 5.1.: A single activity is replaced by a sequence of activities while creating a
synthetic workflow.

ity belonged to. A more advanced replacement is to replace a single activity by
a cycle, by conditional or by parallel execution elements. Figure 5.2 shows how
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an activity is replaced by a cycle. Like all other activities, the activity within the
cycle may itself be replaced by other workflow elements during the generation
process. During the creation of a conditional execution element (see Figure

Activity

i
Activity

^4

j

Figure 5.2.: A single activity is replaced by a cycle while creating a synthetic workflow.

5.3), an activity is replaced by an OR-Split (see Figure 2.18), an OR-Join (see
Figure 2.19) and activities between. The last replacement strategy is to replace

—►

Activity

J

i

Figure 5.3.: A single activity is replaced by an OR-Split, an OR-Join and activities
between while creating a synthetic workflow.

an activity by a parallel execution element (see Figure 5.4). Flere, an activity
is replaced by an AND-Split (see Figure 2.16), an AND-Join (see Figure 2.17)
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and several activities, each building up an execution path. Finally, an activity

Activity

I
Figure 5.4.: A single activity is replaced by an AND-Split, an AND-Join and activities
between while creating a synthetic workflow.

can be replaced by a stop element to end the workflow path currently being
processed. With these replacement rules, it is possible to create a complex
workflow by starting with a very simple workflow and by recursively replacing
activities by more complex workflow elements. Figure 5.5 shows an example

Figure 5.5.: An example of a generated workflow. The instrumented activities are
painted red, the remaining activities are painted green.

of a generated workflow. The implementation of the workflow generator uses
random numbers to decide which replacement rule is to be used (see Listing
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5.8). Because of this, it is not possible to predict the outcome of the generation
process and the size of the generated workflows differs.

1

2

»

transforms a single to another node

4

»

0param objNode the node to be replaced

5

*/

3

6 private void produce(final Single objNode)

|

7

8

boolean bStop = false;

9
10

final double d = RANDOM.nextDouble ();

11

AbstractNode objTmpNode = null;

12

13

if (this.between{0,

14

objTmpNode

15

this.nNumberOfElements

16

0.25, d))

(

new Single(objNode, 2, this);
2;

I

17
18

if (this.between(0.25,

0.5, d))

(

19

objTmpNode = new Branch(objNode, this);

20

this.nNumberOfElements += objTmpNode.arrNext.length t 2;

21

}

22
23

if (this.between(0.5,

24

{

objTmpNode = new Cycle(objNode, this);

25
26

0.75, d))

this.nNumberOfElements + »;
)

27
28

if (this.between(0.75,

0.9, d))

{

29

objTmpNode = new Parallel(objNode, this);

30

this.nNumberOfElements += objTmpNode.arrNext.length + 2;

31
32
33
34

if (this.between(0.9,

1.0,

d))

(

objTmpNode = new Stop(this);
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35

this . nNuitiberOfElements + t;

36

bStop = true;

37
38
39

if

40

(bStop &&

IobjNode.bAllowStop)

{

return;

41
42
43

objNode.replaceWith(objTmpNode);

44

Listing 5.8: method produce(final Single objNode) (extract from Generator).

Whether an activity is instrumented or not is decided by the outcome of a small
function (see Listing 5.9).

*

calculates if an action is instrumented

* 0param nID id of the calling element

* @return true is instrumented,

false otherwise

protected static boolean calculatelnstrumented(final int nID)
if

(nModulo == 1)

{

I

return true;

1

return

((nFactor

* nID)

% nModulo)

!= 0;

Listing 5.9: method calculatelnstrumented(final int nID) (extract from Generator).

The values of nFactor and nModulo can be set externally, niD is the ID of the
activity currently being processed. For example, nFactor = i and nModulo
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=

3 would result in every activity instrumented except the activities where

niD % 3 was zero. The implementation effort for the workflow generator is
presented in Table 5.4. Each class is contained in sub-packages of stein,
wfidentification.generator.

Table 5.4.: Package hierarchy of the workflow generation, the prefix for each sub
package is stein.wfidentification.generator. The implementation effort is
given in lines-of-code (LOG).
Sub-package

test
test
test
test

Class
AbstractNode
Branch
Cycle
Generator
IDGenerator
Join
Merge
Parallel
Persistency
Single
Start
Stop
ErrorDetail
Generate
Identify
ThreadPool

LOG
126
55
42
106
40
40
38
62
225
77
21
21
15
171
289
21
1349

Total number of LOG
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6. Evaluation
This chapter discusses the evaluation of the implemented framework and of
the classification algorithms. For this, a number of workflows and associated
monitoring information were generated by the workflow generator (see Section
6.1) and the implemented framework was used to identify the generated workflows based on their monitoring information. The results of the identification
process are given in Section 6.2. This chapter ends with a conclusion about
the identification results (Section 6.3).

6.1. Workflow Generation
A set of workflows was generated to test the implemented framework. The
workflows in this set were generated using different levels of instrumentation:
100 percent, 75 percent, 66 percent, 50 percent, 33 percent, 25 percent, 12.5
percent and 0.8 (1/128) percent. E.g., an instrumentation level of 25 percent
means that 25 percent of all activities are instrumented. Because the identi
fication process using an artificial neural network consumes a lot of time and
because of the very different results, it was decided to split the evaluation of
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the identification quality: at first, the performance of the support vector ma
chine classifier and of the decision tree classifier was evaluated, afterwards
the analysis of the performance of the artificial neural network classifier was
performed. Depending on the size of the generated workflows it is possible
that the instrumentation level of a generated workflow differs from the desired
instrumentation level. This can happen when a workflow is very small, e.g.
consisting of only two activities with a desired instrumentation level of 75 per
cent (see Figure 6.1). Table 6.1 shows the number of generated workflows

Cycle 814

Stop

Figure 6.1.: A workflow with a desired instrumentation level of 75 percent and a total
level of 50 percent. The activity painted red is instrumented, the activity
not instrumented is painted green.

for each instrumentation level. Due to the possible mismatch of desired and
total instrumentation levels, it was decided to use a threshold of 5 percent,
e.g. given a desired instrumentation level of 75 percent, all workflows with
an instrumentation level between 70 and 80 percent (inclusive) were used for
evaluation. It is obvious that there is a difference in the number of acceptable
workflows when watching the number of workflows for the SVM classifier and
for the DT classifier and the number of workflows for the ANN classifier. This
difference can be explained by watching the workflow creation process which
is based on probabilities. Since the probabilities can not be predicted, the
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Table 6.1.: Number of generated workflows in dependency of the desired instrumen
tation level and the range of accepted instrumentation level (in brackets).
instrumentation level
in percent
100
(100 - 100)
75
(70 - 80)
66
(61-71)
50
(45 - 55)
33
(28 - 38)
25
(20 - 30)
12.5
(7.5- 17.5)
0.8 (1/128)
(0 - 0.0578125)

SVM and DT

ANN

544

414

148

207

210

233

157

140

237

190

280

272

283

264

648

575

outcome and therefore the number of created workflows with an acceptable
instrumentation level also can’t be predicted.

6.2. Classification performance
To evaluate the classification performance, it is required to know how often
workflows were invoked and how often they were identified. This data can be
used to evaluate the average classification performance per instrumentation
level, to evaluate the performance related to workflow size and to evaluate the
performance compared to the number of branches. Figure 6.2 shows an ex
ample of a workflow with 39 activities, 8 branches and an instrumentation level
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of 28 percent (11 activities are instrumented) as it was generated in order to
evaluate the framework developed in this work. For this specific workflow, the
generated monitoring information represents 140 invocations. It was identified
63 times by the decision tree classifier and also by the support vector ma
chine classifier. This means a performance of 45 percent. Figure 6.3 shows a

Figure 6.2.: Example of a workflow with an instrumentation level of 28 percent used
for evaluating the performance of the decision tree classifier and of the
support vector machine classifier.

workflow with 17 activities, 4 branches and an instrumentation level of 29 per-
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cent (5 activities are instrumented). The workflow was identified 143 times out
of 301 invocations by the artificial neural network classifier, this corresponds
to a performance of 47 percent. Figure 6.4 shows a workflow with 17 activ-

ii'i

Figure 6.3.: Example of a workflow with an instrumentation level of 28 percent used
for evaluating the performance of the artificial neural network classifier.

ities, 2 branches and an instrumentation level of 29 percent (5 activities are
instrumented). The workflow was identified 129 times out of 68 invocations
by the artificial neural network classifier, this corresponds to a performance of
189 percent which means that the workflow was recognized more often than it
was executed. This behavior was recorded very often when using the artificial
neural network classifier while it occurs only a few times when using decision
tree classifiers or support vector machine classifiers (see Table 6.2). It can
be seen that the number of workflows identified more often than they were
executed is significantly higher for the artificial neural network classifier than
for the other classifiers. This observation is supported by comparing the aver
age performance of different classifiers separated by the instrumentation level
of the generated workflows (see Figure 6.6). While the average performance
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W
Figure 6.4.: Example of a workflow with an instrumentation level of 29 percent used
for evaluating the performance of the artificial neural network classifier.
of the decision tree classifier and of the support vector machine classifier is
very similar, the average performance of the artificial neural network classi
fier exceeds the ideal performance of 100 percent or 1.0 at nearly every level
of instrumentation. A classification performance of more than 1 means that
workflows were identified more often than they where executed. This implies
that other workflows were identified less often than they were executed (see
Table 6.3) or even that they never were identified. When analyzing the num
ber of workflows identified less often than they were executed it can be seen
that for the decision tree classifier and for the support vector machine classi
fier the number increases with decreasing instrumentation level while there is
no clear statement when watching the values for the artificial neural network
classifier. This indicates that the performance of the decision tree classifier
and of the support vector machine classifier is worse for lower instrumentation
levels while the performance of the artificial neural network classifier is bad
for all instrumentation levels. This result is supported by the analysis of how
many workflows were identified exactly as often as they were executed (see
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Table 6.2.: Number of workflows identified more often than they were executed in
dependency of the desired instrumentation level (the accepted range is
shown in brackets, compare Table 6.1), presented per classifier.
instrumentation
level in percent
100
(100 - 100)
75
(70 - 80)
66
(61-71)
50
(45 - 55)
33
(28 - 38)
25
(20 - 30)
12.5
(0.075 - 0.175)
0.8 (1/128)
(0 - 0.0578125)

DT

SVM

ANN

2

2

91

7

8

59

11

7

61

14

13

35

10

10

46

21

21

57

8

9

48

0

0

2

Table 6.4). When comparing the results of Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 relative to
Table 6.1, it can be seen that the performance of the artificial neural network
classifier is much worse than the performance of the other classifiers. Figure
6.5 visualizes this behavior. While it is obvious that the decision tree classifier
(see Figure 6.5a) and the support vector machine classifier (see Figure 6.5b)
behave very similarly when watching the classification performance given a
desired instrumentation level, the artificial neural network classifier behaves
completely differently (see Figure 6.5c). It becomes clear that the number of
workflows identified as often as they where executed decreases with decreas
ing instrumentation level and that the number of workflows identified less often
as they where executed increases. While the number of workflows never iden-
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Table 6.3.: Number of workflows identified less often than they were executed in
dependency of the desired instrumentation level (the accepted range is
shown in brackets, compare Table 6.1), presented per classifier.
instrumentation
level in percent
100
(100 - 100)
75
(70 - 80)
66
(61-71)
50
(45 - 55)
33
(28 - 38)
25
(20 - 30)
12.5
(0.075- 0.175)
0.8 (1/128)
(0 - 0.0578125)

DT

SVM

ANN

14

21

306

12

15

144

52

58

169

53

62

104

118

125

143

151

155

213

221

221

211

644

644

569

tified is very low, the number of workflows identified too often is clearly below
ten percent. The artificial neural network classifier behaves completely differ
ently: the number of workflows identified as often as they were executed is very
low for all levels of instrumentation and the number of workflows identified less
often than they were executed increases for decreasing instrumentation level.
The number of workflows never identified is very low, the number of workflows
identified too often decreases for decreasing instrumentation level.
In Table 6.5 it can be seen that the number of workflow invocations not iden
tified is very low for all classification algortihms. This shows that the detailed
analysis as performed earlier is required since it is not sufficient to compare
only the number of workflow identifications. It also shows that there is a cer-
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Table 6.4.: Number of workflows identified as often as they were executed in depen
dency of the desired instrumentation level (the accepted range is shown in
brackets, compare Table 6.1), presented per classifier.
instrumentation
level in percent
100
(100 - 100)
75
(70 - 80)
66
(61-71)
50
(45 - 55)
33
(28 - 38)
25
(20 - 30)
12.5
(0.075 - 0.175)
0.8 (1/128)
(0 - 0.0578125)

DT

SVM

ANN

528

521

15

128

124

3

147

145

2

89

81

0

108

101

0

102

98

2

54

53

5

2

2

4

tain error when mapping identification results to workflows which can be seen
when comparing the number of workflows identified less often, more often and
as often as they were executed to the total invocation count. E.g., for the de
cision tree classifier and an instrumentation level of 100 percent, there are
two workflows identified more often, 14 workflows identified less often and 528
workflows identified as often than they were executed. Since there is a total of
544 workflows and a total of 544 identified invocations, this indicates that the
classification results do not always point to the correct workflow.
Figure 6.6 shows the average performance and the standard deviation of the
support vector machine classifier, of the decision tree classifier and of the ar
tificial neural network classifier. The performance of the support vector ma-
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Figure 6.5.: Workflows identified more often, as often and less often than they were
executed, and workflows that were never identified, separated by clas
sifier. The x-axis shows the instrumentation level of the workflows, the
y-axis shows the percentage of the affected workflows. The behavior of
the decision tree classifier is shown in (a), (b) shows the behavior of the
support vector machine classifier. The behavior of the artificial neural
network classifier is presented in (c).
chine classifier and of the decision tree classifier are very similar and while
the average performance is less than 1 even for fully instrumented workflows,
it is higher than 0.7 for workflows with an instrumentation level of 25 percent
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Table 6.5.: Number of workflow invocations not identified in dependency of the desired
instrumentation level (the accepted range is shown in brackets, compare
Table 6.1), presented per classifier.

instrumentation
level in percent

DT

SVM

ANN

100
(100 - 100)
75
(70 - 80)

0

0

2

1

1

1

66
(61-71)

0

0

1

50
(45 - 55)
33
(28 - 38)
25
(20 - 30)
12.5
(0.075 - 0.175)
0.8 (1/128)
(0 - 0.0578125)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

only. While the performance of the support vector machine classifier decreases
smoothly (see Figure 6.6b), there is a little step at the performance of the de
cision tree classifier when switching from an instrumentation level of 0.5 to an
instrumentation level of 0.33 (see Figure 6.6a). For both classifiers, the stan
dard deviation is low for instrumentation levels 1.0 and 0.75 and increases with
decreasing instrumentation level showing that the range between the single
measurements and the calculated average value becomes higher. For the ar
tificial neural network classifier (see Figure 6.6c), it can be seen that for every
instrumentation level (except 0.8 percent) the performance is greater than 1
and that there are peaks for instrumentation levels of 0.75 and 0.33. The stan
dard deviations for this peeks is extremely high while the standard deviations
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for the other instrumentation levels are also very high. This shows that the
performance of this classifier is bad at all levels of instrumentation. The in
strumentation level of 0.8 percent was introduced to analyze the results of the
classifiers for no or nearly no existing instrumentation. As expected, the per
formance for this instrumentation level is near 0 for all classification algorithms
and the standard deviation is also very low. The analysis of these diagrams
shows the support vector machine classifier and the decision tree classifier
can produce good results for instrumentation levels 1.0 and 0.75 and that the
performance for lower instrumentation levels might still be acceptable while the
artificial neural network classifier produces no acceptable results at all. It also
shows that the classifiers behave similarly for an instrumentation level near 0.
So, when evaluating the performance of the classification algorithms for differ
ent levels of instrumentation not only the average classification performance
can be considered, also the standard deviation is important. Subsumed, for
the decision tree classifier and for the support vector machine, for a higher
level of instrumentation, a higher average performance and a lower standard
deviation and therefore a lower variation of the data has been observed. This
means that the results for higher levels of instrumentation are better than those
for lower. The high standard deviation for the artificial neural network classi
fier for all levels of instrumentation supports the previous observation that the
results of this classifier are not as good as the results for the other classifiers.
There is no impact of the instrumentation level towards the standard deviation
showing that it is not possible to state if a higher instrumentation level leads to
a higher average performance and that the recorded data varies within large
ranges about the average values for the different levels of instrumentation. This
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means that the instrumentation level has no influence on the performance of
the artificial neural network classifier.
Based on the measured data, it is also interesting to analyze the performance
of the different classification algorithms when watching the length of the gen
erated workflows (see Figure 6.7). These charts are based on the recorded
performance of all generated workflows simulating an environment with workflows with different levels of instrumentation. When watching the data for the
decision tree classifier (see Figure 6.7a), it can be seen that the performance
is low for workflows with one or two activities only and also for workflows with
48 activities. Apart from these results, the average performance is above 50
percent, with most results showing a performance of at least 60 percent. This
is also the case when watching the performance of the support vector machine
classifier (see Figure 6.7b). Here, the performance for one and two activities
and for the largest number of activities are all poor. For the artificial neural
network classifier (see Figure 6.7c)), it can be be seen that the performance is
good for workflow lengths between 18 and 32 activities. There are peaks for
other number of activities, especially for workflows with 8, 13 and 33 activities.
When comparing the different classification algorithms to each other (see Fig
ure 6.7d), the decision tree classifier and the support vector machine classifier
produce good results while the results for the artificial neural network classifier
are good for 18 to 32 activities.
Besides looking at the average classification performance based on the in
strumentation level and the number of activities, comparing the classification
performance to the number of branches and to the instrumentation level is also
very interesting (see Figure 6.8). The charts show the average classification
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Figure 6.6.: Average classification performance and standard deviation of the ana
lyzed classifiers for different levels of workflow instrumentation shown for
each classifier and all classifiers compared to each other. The x-axis
shows the instrumentation level of the workflows, the y-axis shows the
recorded classification performance. The performance of the decision
tree classifier is shown in (a), (b) shows the performance of the support
vector machine classifier. The performance of the artificial neural network
classifier is presented in (c). (d) shows the performance of all analyzed
classification algorithms compared to each other.
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Figure 6.7.: Average classification performance of the analyzed classifiers compared
to the number of activities of the analyzed workflows shown for each clas
sifier and all classifiers compared to each other. The x-axis shows the
number of activities, the y-axis shows the recorded classification perfor
mance (log2). The performance of the decision tree classifier is shown in
(a), (b) shows the performance of the support vector machine classifier.
The performance of the artificial neural network classifier is presented in
(c). (d) shows the performance of all analyzed classification algorithms
compared to each other.
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performance of the different classifiers for different ranges of instrumentation,
starting at 1.0 and reaching 0.0 in steps of 0.1 and also show the average num
ber of branches for the instrumentation levels. As seen before, the decision tree
classifier and the support vector machine classifier behave very similarly and
of branches makes no impact on the classification performance (see Figures
6.8a and 6.8b). For both classifiers, the classification performance is above 95
percent up to an instrumentation level of 70 percent. In this range of instru
mentation, the average number of branches reaches from 0.6875 to 3.8952.
While this number is very low for instrumentation levels from 0.8 to 0.9, the
average classification performance is 0.97. Even for a very high number of
branches , see instrumentation levels 0.4 to 0.5, the classification performance
is good. As seen earlier, there is a wide range in the data of the artificial neural
network classfier. The number of branches of the workflows used for analyzing
this classifier is very similar to the number of branches of the workflows used
for analyzing the results of the decision tree classifier and of the support vector
machine classifier (compare Figures 6.8a, 6.8b and 6.8c). In contrast to the
other classifiers, it is not possible to state if the number of branches has an im
pact on the classification performance. The overall performance of the artificial
neural network classifier as implemented in this thesis is not good enough to
produce reliable results. Nevertheless, there exist different ways for improving
the performance of an artificial neural network:
• Different initial weights.

As presented in Section 2.1.1.2, the weights

between the single neurons are initially set to random values. Choosing
other initial weights, e.g. starting with very low weights and increasing
them systematically until a acceptable training result is reached, might
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Figure 6.8.: Average classification performance of the analyzed classifiers compared
to the number of branches and to the instrumentation level of the analyzed
workflows shown for each classifier. The x-axis shows the instrumenta
tion level, the y-axis shows the number of branches and the average clas
sification performance. The data of the decision tree classifier is shown
in (a), (b) shows the data of the support vector machine classifier. The
data of the artificial neural network classifier is presented in (c).
lead to other results.
• Number of hidden layers. The number of hidden layers within an artifi-
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cial neural network determines the number of weights and therefore the
results of the artificial neural network. Changing the number of hidden
layers might lead to other results.
• Choosing a different activation function. The activation function of an
artificial neural network influences the output of artificial neurons (see
Section 2.1.1). Choosing another activation function will directly influence
the outcome of an artificial neural network.
• Modifying the training set. The training set used in this work consists of
a number of randomly generated workflows with different numbers of ac
tivities, branches and other structural elements. In real world situations,
the number and structure of workflows within a SOA might be different.
• Changing the way how data is presented to the artificial neural network.
The way how data is presented to an artificial neural network influences
the behavior of the network. E.g., if the data contains more details than
the relevant attributes, it can not be predicted to which details within the
data the network trains to.
Because of the used artificial neural network classifier is based on a third-party
library, the possibilities to influence the behavior of this classifier are limited.
One possibility is to adjust the number of hidden layers and their size. During
the training process, the workflow identification framework tries to adjust the
structure of the artificial neural network in order to perform best. It is apparent
that this process does not increase the quality of the results. The other pos
sibility to influence the performance of this classifier is to modify the training
set. As stated before, the used training set of workflows is randomly generated
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and might differ from workflows within a real world SOA. Though, the support
vector machine classifier and the decision tree classifier both performed a lot
better for the generated worklows than the artificial neural network classifier.
This shows that modifying the generation process of the training data in order
to allow the artificial neural network classifier to produce better results does
not make sense. In real world situations, the workflows can’t be adjusted to
meet the classifiers needs. So the most promising way for improving the clas
sification performance is to change the way how the input data is presented to
the artificial neural network. In the presented implementation, workflows are
split into their execution paths and vectors of their instrumentation points are
presented to the classification algorithms. While this performs good for the
decision tree classifier and for the support vector machine classifier, it might
make sense to modify the contents of the feature vectors presented to the ar
tificial neural network classifier. E.g., for this classifier the size of the feature
vectors could be reduced by computing aggregated values about the repre
sented workflow path or to merge multiple or possibly all paths of a workflow
into one single feature vector. Reducing the size of the feature vectors auto
matically reduces the size of the resulting artificial neural network and might
therefore lead to better results: in the presented implementation, if the largest
feature vector within the training set consists of n features, the created artificial
neural network has n input neurons and a possibly higher number of artificial
neurons within the hidden layers than a network with a lower number of in
put neurons. Reducing the number of feature vectors representing a workflow
might increase the quality of the training process by reducing possible misap
prehensions within the artificial neural network. Another possibility to enhance
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the performance of this classifier could be to create multiple artificial neural
networks. E.g., for each number of instrumented activities within the workflows
separate networks could be created. This would lead to the behavior that fea
ture vectors consisting of x elements would be presented to the artificial neural
network classifier specialized for this number of features. This would lead to a
possibly high number of smaller, specialized networks and could enhance the
classification result.

6.3. Conclusions
The number of workflows identified more often than they were executed can
lead to a view about the usability of a classification algorithm. The more workflows are identified too often, the more a wrong view on the activities within
the monitored IT architecture is created. This kind of error occurs often for the
artificial neural network classifier (see Table 6.2). The opposite error, i.e. workflows are identified less often than they were executed, also occurs very often
for the artificial neural network classifier but also often for the decision tree clas
sifier and for the support vector machine classifiers for instrumentation levels of
33 percent or less (see Table 6.3). While the number of workflows identified as
often as they were executed is low for the artificial neural network classifier it is
high for the decision tree classifier and for the support vector machine classifier
and decreases with decreasing instrumentation level (see Table 6.4). For all
classification algorithms, the number of workflow invocations never identified
is low (see Table 6.5). This leads to the conclusion that both the decision tree
classifier and the support vector machine classifier are usable for identifying
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workflows within an IT architecture based on low-level monitoring information.
This result is supported by analyzing the average classification performance
(see Figure 6.6). The average performance of these two classifiers decreases
for decreasing instrumentation level while the average performance of the third
classifier is bad at all inspected instrumentation levels. When watching the
standard deviation, it can be seen that the decision tree classifier and the sup
port vector machine classifier can provide a performance of about 80 percent
for an instrumentation level of 66 percent and a performance of more that 50
percent for an instrumentation level of 33 percent. An instrumentation level
near 0 percent leads to a performance near zero. This shows that the level of
instrumentation within the workflows directly influences the classification per
formance. Since the implementation of instrumentation and the deployment
of the enriched workflows or activities into a running SOA might be time- and
cost-expensive, it is required to know the required recognition accuracy be
fore starting to implement the instrumentation. E.g., the decision tree classifier
showed a performance of about 80 percent for an instrumentation level of 66
percent and a performance of about 85 percent for an instrumentation level of
75 percent. If the already existing instrumentation level within the workflows of
a SOA already allows to produce acceptable classification results, it might not
be senseful to invest costs in instrumentation. An interesting result is observed
when analyzing the average performance of the classification algorithms for
workflows with different numbers of activities. Here, the view on the perfor
mance of the artificial neural network classifier becomes different because of
the good performance for workflows with 18 to 32 activities. For other numbers
of activities, the performance is bad. Note how the classification performance
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can be inspected by observing the average performance; note also that the
number of branches has no clear impact on the average classification perfor
mance (see Figure 6.8). While the collected data may be different for other
implementations of the selected classification algorithms, the evaluation of the
classification performance showed that decision tree classifiers and support
vector machine classifiers are appropriate for identifying workflows based on
low-level monitoring information and should be preferred over artificial neural
network classifiers as implemented in this work.
The presented approach and the performed evaluation focuses on workflows
within workflow-based Service Oriented Architectures. Though, no restriction
towards the use of the presented solution is made. Currently, the only restric
tion of the presented solution is that the workflows have to be co-resident on
the same platform because of the thread-ID is used as criterion to distinguish
the executed paths of a workflow. Apart from that, the presented solution can
be applied to all kinds of applications and systems depending on workflows or
utilizing workflows, presuming that it is possible to model the single steps of
the observed application or of the observed system as workflows.
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7. Summary
The objective of this work is to find a machine-learning approach for identifying
workflows from low-level monitoring information. This will result in reliable pro
cess monitoring in heterogeneous environments consisting of newly-developed
and legacy services. The view obtained from the information gained about the
ongoing processes within such a SOA allows great enhancements in the ability
for process-based accounting, successful IT management and other purposes
requiring business level information about executed workflows within the IT ar
chitecture. Originally, it was planned to test the methods and tools developed
in this work on the SOA of the PerManEntA project’s industry partner. For var
ious reasons this cooperation did not materialize and synthetic workflows and
monitoring data had to be generated to test the framework.
The problem definition was worked out in Chapter 3.

How software com

plexity metrics can be adapted to workflows, resulting in corresponding busi
ness process metrics, and why the complexity of the addressed problem in
creases when the instrumentation level decreases were discussed. The analy
sis also indicated how suitable training data can be generated, which elements
of Log4J logging information are helpful, and how it is useful to introduce an
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additional criteria within the monitoring information in order to separate the
different execution chains of the workflows.
Based on these results, a concrete concept for reaching the objective of this
work was developed in Chapter 4. This provides the design of the workflow
identification framework, using third-party libraries as classification algorithms.
Chapter 5 presented the prototypical implementation of the workflow identifi
cation framework and also showed an example of how to use the framework.
As synthetic workflows and monitoring data were used, the generation process
was presented.
Chapter 6 summarizes the evaluation of the workflow identification framework
and the machine-learning algorithms used. To evaluate the machine-learning
algorithms, their results were compared for different levels of instrumentation,
on the number of activities and on the number of branches within the workflows. The analysis shows that both decision tree classifiers and support vector
machine classifiers provide acceptable classification results even for low instru
mentation levels and that artificial neural networks as implemented in this work
are not suitable for workflow identification from low-level monitoring information
when watching the instrumentation level of the workflows. However, the artifi
cial neural network classifiers produced acceptable results for a specific range
of numbers of activities. The number of branches had no clear impact on the
classification performance.
This work has shown an interesting approach for identifying workflows from
low-level monitoring information. The most important result is that this identi
fication is possible under certain conditions. The next step would be to adjust
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the creation and the training process of artificial neural network classifiers in
order to provide better results or to switch to another implementation. This
could lead to further research regarding kernel functions and training algo
rithms being optimized for the topic this thesis addresses, for example, the
evaluation of existing kernel functions or the evaluation of newly-developed
kernel functions. Parallelization work such as distributing the time-consuming
training process between multiple hosts or spreading the whole artificial neural
network between multiple hosts could also be considered. The evaluated clas
sification algorithms were choosen because they are typical and widely used
algorithms. Another step in future work could be to evaluate different clas
sification algorithms regarding their applicability for the issue this work deals
with. For example, bayesian networks and other algorithms from the field of
machine learning could be evaluated. Another important issue is the ability
to persist the pool of already trained classification algorithms in order to avoid
redundant training units when restarting the framework. It will also be inter
esting to apply the presented solution to a real-world environment in order to
compensate for the failed cooperation with the original industry partner. Finally,
work could be undertaken to find a way to decrease and possibly eliminate the
limitations of the required monitoring information thereby generating a more
general solution.
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